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T H E F I E L D OF A R T

Chardin and His Contribution
to Painter's Painting
BY ROYAL CORTISSOZ
•^-sjc-yfc o i r - ^ •^-sic-3^ T ^ c - s i c - s i r - ^ ' ^ - ^ T^-^-sir-5^^

A LL great artists are great craftsmen, cise. It is a germinal type, this painter's
/ \ but some of them are detached painting, one especially appealing to the
J, \ . from the rest through their pe- modern imagination, with its interest
culiarly close alliance with their means in method, and I love to dwell upon it.
of expression. Hence the critical isola- I love particularly to dwell upon Chartion of "painter's painting," as a phe- din, and I watch with intense interest
nomenon in and by itself delightful, for every sign of American appreciation
I remember the droll observation of an of that eighteenth-century Frenchman,
artist friend who had discovered that
Every occasion on which his tradiFra Angelico "did not know how to tion is affirmed here is, for me, a redpaint." John La Farge chuckled deri- letter day. I rejoiced when the Wildensively when I repeated it to him. He stein Gallery brought forward, a year
knew—none could know better—what or so ago, no fewer than nineteen of
mastery of painted surface went into Chardin's works. I rejoiced again when
the old Florentine's portrayal of a blue the Frick Museum acquired La Seridrapery against a white wall. But the nette, a masterpiece, and whenever I get
modern iconoclast's remark was under- on the track of another Chardin in this
standable. He was really thinking of or that collection, I feel specially rethe quahties set free when the Van warded. Only recently his spell has
Eycks turned from the egg medium of been revived in New York. Sir Robert
tempera, and, through the use of lin- Abdy, the English dealer, fetched over
seed-oil, opened the way for the de- from Paris a marvellous version of La
velopment of modern technique. There Benedicite, one in which the familiar
is nothing lovelier in art than the even, composition in the Louvre is extended
delicate, decorative surface of an Ital- to permit the entrance of another figian Primitive, but the genius of oil- ure, on the left. Then Sir Joseph Dupaint is another thing and has a glory veen acquired Lord Leconfield's picture
of its own. The type dedicated to its of La Mere Laborieuse, a jewel likeintegrity has, when it is authoritative, wise known through a version in the
an absolutely singular accent. How per- Louvre. One does not talk of replicas
sonal are the effects of a Velasquez or a where Chardin is concerned. He simply
Manet, a Vermeer or an Alfred Stevens, repeated himself and made each picture
a Frans Hals or a Frank Duveneck! of his an original. There was nothing
But every one of these painters sub- mechanical about his operations, either,
scribes to the same fundamental prin- An artist curious as to his color secrets
ciple, to that of the manipulation of asked him about them. "On se sert de
pigment as a definitely absorbing exer- couleurs," he replied, "on peint avec le
493
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sentiment." Patiently, slowly, with a
warm and serene emotion, he developed his exquisite harmonies. A picture
of his is an organic growth, a true work
of creative art.
^ ^ ^
One of the things contributing to
make it unique, too, is his essential aloofness from the regime under which he
made his way. Jean-Baptiste Simeon
Chardin, son of the king's billiard-table
maker, was born at Paris on November
2, 1699. He died a man of eighty. He
was thus a lad at the time of the accession of Louis XV, and lived through
the reign of that monarch's successor—
lived long enough to touch hands with
David, his complete antithesis. It was a
tremendous span and it embraced the
high tide of a movement which it
would have seemed impossible for him
to escape. The eighteenth century was
a period compact of cynicism and artifice, light, ineffably graceful, governed
by social conditions which were nothing if not tinctured by courtly taste,
Chardin knew all about its charm. La
Serinette is in the key of an urbane
world. But that "sentiment" with
which he painted had its origin in a
totally different point of view. Of all
the writers who have touched upon
him, from Diderot down to the Goncourts, and M. Dayot in his magnificent
folio, none has said anything truer than
this sentence of Lady Dilke's: "He is
not so much an eighteenth-century
French artist, as a French artist of pure
race and type." His roots strike deep,
He is French in that he is sane, balanced, keeps his eye on the object, saturates his art in sincerity and truth,
Fashion could not form him. The "fete
champetre" could not hold him. He
was too simply human.

They say that he made the usual
troubled start, his father looking to him
for billiard-tables rather than pictures,
but, as usual again, inborn instinct prevailed and he was soon busy in the atelier of one Pierre-Jacques Cazes, a
painter once of some celebrity but long
since forgotten. He found a better master in Noel-Nicolas Coypel, and had
some experience under Van Loo when
that artist was furbishing up Primaticcio's gallery at Fontainebleau. We hear
of him as a member of the Academy of
St. Luke, haven of artists who, according to Grimm, "had not enough of
either talent or reputation to win entrance into the Royal Academy." But
that did not long content him. All the
biographers relate with relish the story
of his invasion of the more august institution. He set ten little paintings of
still life in an anteroom for the members to see as they passed in to one of
their meetings, and the merits of these
works seem to have excited universal
approval. They were taken for the products "d'un bon peintre Flamand," and
his debut was secure. On September 27,
1725, being then in his twenty-sixth
year, Chardin was cordially received
into the Academy. He was identified
with it all his life long, rising to official
rank within its membership and ultimately dwelling in apartments in the
Louvre. He was appointed "hanger"
of the Salon. The king bought pictures
from him. So did Frederick the Great,
The Comte de Tessin in Sweden, presiding over the construction and embellishment of the royal palace at Stockholm, became the intermediary through
whom the pictures by Chardin still in
that country were purchased. Decidedly
the master was successful—though it
may be noted in passing that there was
a curious disparity between his renown
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La Mere Laborieuse.

La Serinette.
From the painting by Chardin in the Frick Museum.

From the painting by Chardin shown at the Duveen
Gallery.

Le Benedicite.
From the painting by Chardin shown by Sir Robert Abdy.
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Le Lievre.
From the painting by Chardin shown at the Wildenstein Gallery.

Les Bouteilles de Savon.
From the painting by Chardin shown at tlie Wildenstein Gallery.
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Le Jeune Homme au Violon.
From the painting by Cliardin in the Louvr
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Nature Morte.
From the painting by Chardin shown at the Wildenstein Gallery.
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Reunion d'Amateurs.
From the drawing by Chardin.
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L'Homme a la Boule.

Etude.

From the sanguine by Chardin in the
Louvre.

From the drav/mg by Chardin.
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and his financial aggrandizement,
Nominally, the Academy was a factor
in his rise. But though he was in it he
was not of it.
In the biography by Mr. Furst there
is a confessedly fanciful but still very
pretty picture of a quite possible scene,
In it we are asked to watch "M. Chardin de I'Academie royale de peinture
et sculpture dress in his best suit of
clothes, see him put on a short wig . . .
and go, on Sunday, the 17th of November, 1740, to Versailles, in order to be
presented by M. le Controleur General, to His Majesty, who had expressed the wish to see two of the painter's
pictures. La Mere Laborieuse and La
Benedicite—both of which were examined by His Majesty and duly purchased." It is a picture legitimately to
be kept in mind, for it is "in character,"
and supports the proper conception of
Chardin as a representative figure in
the eighteenth century, "arrived," officially recognized, a pillar of the epoch,
But the bases of that pillar were in
neither the boudoirs nor the drawingrooms of the great—they were in the
homes of the bourgeoisie and even in
their kitchens,
^ ^
.

4^9

about his metier. The same technical
proficiency that gave the still-lifes to the
world in such excellent form, so soon,
must fairly early in the painter's career
have been wreaked upon figure subjects. There are too many resemblances
of style and facture and color for the
two categories to be widely separated
in point of time. In both fields you follow him accompanied by the echo of
Diderot's exclamation on Chardin's art
in the Salon of 1759: "It is always nature, always truth!" And, I would add,
it is always beauty, the beauty of superlative painting.
The studies of still life perhaps most
illuminatingly expose the fact, for in
them the subject is so emphatically but
a peg on which to hang the niceties of
execution. Diderot, it is true, made
much of the pure realism in them,
"You could take the bottles by the neck
if you were thirsty," he said. "The
peaches and the grapes give you an appetite." Chardin himself was keen
upon this veracity of his. One of the
stories about him relates to his young
days with Coypel, who asked him to
paint in a gun in a hunting portrait,
Chardin was deeply impressed by the
solicitude his master showed for every
point involved in the accurate represenCriticism has always been a little at tation of the weapon. I remember Le
a loss as to the precise date of his first Lievre in the Wildenstein exhibition
explorations of those more modest in- _ aforementioned. Everything about that
teriors. He began, as I have said, with picture was amazingly exact, as exact
still hfe. When did he think of tack- as it would have been made by one of
ling the figure ? Lady Dilke, weighing those Little Old Masters of the Dutch
the rather confused evidence, is inchn- school whose influence upon Chardin
ed to doubt the theory of his having is unmistakable. The hair was miracuwaited until he was nearly forty. I need lously defined. The very deadness of
not pursue that obscure phase of the the animal was somehow perfectly regsubject here, merely saying that the hy- istered. But the picture also made me
pothesis that he did not delay so long is think of Velasquez and Vermeer in its
confirmed by the works. They do not sensuous beauty, in the brilliance with
suggest a painter at any time hesitating which insensate objects were metamor-
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phosed into so much heavenly painted springs from the souh It has the unisurface. It was so whenever he touched versahty which belongs to great art. But
still life, even when he went a httle it is Chardin's technique that finally
outside his accustomed sphere, and, in- validates it, his masterful grasp upon
creasing his scale and dipping into con- form, his sturdy brushwork, and, above
ventionalized composition, challenged all, his pure and dehcately harmonized
Oudry. When he is satisfied with a browns and grays, and supremely lovely
casual theme, with fruit carelessly ar- whites. No one like Chardin for a perranged, a loaf of bread, a bottle of wine, feet white, or gray, or rose! He culls
then he is in his own kingdom and his tints as though from flowers, yet he
brings off his coup with a conquering gives them body, splendid body, and
stroke indescribably exhilarating to the leaves a canvas almost "fat."
beholder.
^ ^ ^
^ ^
^
o o o
o o
o
I love his still life "this side idolaIt is amusing to observe the gusto
try," but I confess that I am even hap- with which Diderot backed him up.
pier when he widens his range and Hogarth's rash assertion that "France
paints La Serinette, or La Toilette de hath not produced one remarkable
Matin, or Les Bouteilles de Savon— good colorist," only drove Chardin's
when he paints women and children in countryman to an outburst of pride in
the atmosphere of a domesticity that is him. "This man," he said, "is the greatmerely adorable, or when he moves be- est colorist of the Salon, perhaps one of
low to the scullery and paints La Fon- the greatest colorists in the whole realm
taine or La Pourvoyeuse. Here the sub- of art. I cannot pardon that impudent
ject counts as it does not count in the Webb for having written a treatise on
world of still life, and it has, indeed, a art without citing a single Frenchman,
rich historical significance. After the Neither can I pardon Hogarth for havexclusively sophisticated and glittering ing said that the French school pospageant unrolled by Watteau, Lancret, sessed not even a mediocre colorist.
Moreau, and the rest, it is well to forget That is a lie. Monsieur Hogarth, that
its "silver flutes" and to foregather with is ignorance or platitude on your part,
the simpler denizens of eighteenth-cen- . . . Paint better, if you can; learn how
tury France, exchanging heartless wit to draw, but stop writing. . . . For the
for tender gentleness, a courtly carriage last thirty years Chardin has been a
for the ordinary walk and demeanor of great colorist."
ordinary men, women, and children.
He was a greater colorist than he was
The children particularly are enchant- a draftsman. I do not think he was a
ing images of a gracious and genuine particularly brilliant stylist in this field,
life. It is a mistake to undervalue Char- There are only a few drawings recogdin as the preserver of a social pano- nized as his, and in those few the line
rama. If he could afford to paint with seems to me rather that of a school than
"sentiment," we may surely afford to that of a sharply individualized master,
sympathize with what was humanly In portraiture, too, the slender and
true in him, even with that which was, often doubtfully authentic testimony
if you like, sentimental and anecdotic, that exists leaves him, as to drawing, a
His sweetness is "of the centre." It figure of his period, chiefly. But he
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drew with adequacy always, and he
painted not for his period but for all
time. There is something very wholesome about Chardin in substance, and
he is equally honest, equally enduring,
in form. He paints soundly, powerfully, beautifully. Painting humble motives having naught to do with the color
and movement of the fashionable world
upon which the art of his period was
largely dependent, he imposed himself
upon that world with an irresistible gesture. He could portray a kitchen-maid
with the liveliest sympathy and yet remain one of the aristocrats of his school,
with a hint of the grand style in his
blood. And there is no old master more
vitally modern, more eloquent in our
day and generation of the everlasting
virtues of painter's painting.
First and last the lesson he enforces
is just the lesson of consummate workmanship, yet his paintings embody a
trenchant rebuke for those artists who
fancy that manual dexterity can be
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profitably exercised in a vacuum. As
I have endeavored to show, a penetrating sympathy was inseparable from his
genius. When he delineated a child
building houses of cards or blowing
soap-bubbles, he was truly interested in
his subject. The levities of his time, so
important to so many of his contemporaries, left him cold; but for life in
homespun, so to say, he had a positively
enkindled feeling. And then he saw it
so beautifully! If he shared anything
with those sparkling contemporaries of
his, it was their clairvoyance for grace,
their gift for endowing any figure with
a certain suavely vivacious charm. Chardin is full of charm. His pictures take
you captive through their technique
and they stay in the mind with a reality that touches the heart. Never in
their presence can we forget that if he
painted with a brush and colors, he
painted also, as he said, with "sentiment."

'^%%'^i:f%%

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found in the
Fifth Avenue Section.
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The Greene Murder Case
(Continued from page 448 of this number)
"I see your point," said Markham slowly.
"But how does it help us? We know all the
external facts; and they certainly don't fit into
any intelligible conception of a unified
whole."
"Not yet, perhaps," agreed Vance. "But
that's because we haven't gone about it systematically. We've done too much investigating and too litde thinking. We've been sidetracked by what the modern painters call
documentation—that is, by the objective appeal of the picture's recognizable parts. We
haven't sought for the abstract content. We've
overlooked the 'significant form'—a loose
phrase; but blame Clive Bell for it."*
"And how would you suggest that we set
about determining the compositional design
of this bloody canvas} We might dub the picture, by the way, 'Nepotism Gone Wrong.' "
By this facedous remark, he was, I knew, attempting to counteract the serious impression
the other's disquisition had made on him;
for, though he realized Vance would not have
drawn his voluminous parallel without a definite hope of applying it successfully to the
problem in hand, he was chary of indulging
any expectations lest they result in further disappointments.
In answer to Markham's question Vance
drew out the sheaf of papers he had brought
with him.
"Last night," he explained, "I set down
briefly and chronologically all the outstanding
facts of the Greene case—that is, I noted each
important external factor of the ghasdy picture we've been contemplating for the past
few weeks. The principal forms are all here,
though I may have left out many details. But
I think I have tabulated a sufficient number
of items to serve as a working basis."
He held out the papers to Markham.
"The truth lies somewhere in that list. If
we could put the facts together—^relate them
to one another with their correct values—
* Vance was here referring to the chapter called
"The ^Esthetic Hypothesis" in Chve Bell's "Art."
But, despite the somewhat slighting character of his
remark, Vance was an admirer of Bell's criticisms,
and had spoken to me with considerable enthusiasm
of his "Since Cezanne "

we'd know who was at the bottom of this
orgy of crime; for, once we determined the
pattern, each of the items would take on a
vital significance, and we could read clearly
the message they had to tell us."
Markham took the summary and, moving
his chair nearer to the light, read through it
without a word.
I preserved the original copy of the document; and, of all the records I possess, it was
the most important and far-reaching in its
effects. Indeed, it was the instrument by
means of which the Greene case was solved.
Had it not been for this recapitulation, prepared by Vance and later analyzed by him,
the famous mass murder at the Greene mansion would doubdess have been relegated to
the category of unsolved crimes.
Herewith is a verbatim reproduction of it:
GENERAL FACTS
1. An atmosphere of mutual hatred pervades the Greene mansion.
2. Mrs. Greene is a nagging, complaining
paralytic, making life miserable for the whole
household.
3. There are five children—two daughters,
two sons, and one adopted daughter—who
have nothing in common, and live in a state
of constant antagonism and bitterness toward
one another.
4. Though Mrs. Mannheim, the cook, was
acquainted with Tobias Greene years ago and
was remembered in his will, she refuses to reveal any of the facts in her past.
5. The will of Tobias Greene stipulated
that the family must live in the Greene mansion for twenty-five years on pain of disinheritance, with the one exception that, if Ada
should marry, she could establish a residence
elsewhere, as she was not of the Greene blood.
By the will Mrs. Greene has the handling and
disposition of the money.
6. Mrs. Greene's will makes the five children equal beneficiaries. In event of death of
any of them the survivors share alike; and if
all should die the estate goes to their families.
7. The sleeping-rooms of the Greenes are
arranged thus: Julia's and Rex's face each
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other at the front of the house; Chester's and
Ada's face each other in the centre of the
house; and Sibella's and Mrs. Greene's face
each other at the rear. No two rooms intercommunicate, with the exception of Ada's
and Mrs. Greene's; and these two rooms also
give on the same balcony.
8. The library of 'Tobias Greene, which
Mrs. Greene believes she had kept locked for
twelve years, contains a remarkably complete
collection of books on criminology and allied
subjects.
9. Tobias Greene's past was somewhat
mysterious, and there were many rumors concerning shady transactions carried on by him
in foreign lands.
FIRST CRIME
10. Julia is killed by a contact shot, fired
from the front, at 11.30 p. M.
11. Ada is shot from behind, also by a
contact shot. She recovers.
12. Julia is found in bed, with a look of
horror and amazement on her face.
13. Ada is found on the floor before the
dressing-table.
14. The lights have been turned on in both
rooms.
15. Over three minutes elapse between the
two shots.
16. Von Blon, summoned immediately,
arrives within half an hour.
17. A set of footprints, other than Von
Blon's, leaving and approaching the house, is
found; but the character of the snow renders
them indecipherable.
18. The tracks have been made during the
half-hour preceding the crime.
19. Both shootings are done with a .32 revolver.
20. Chester reports that an old .32 revolver
of his is missing.
21. Chester is not satisfied with the police
theory of a burglar, and insists that the District Attorney's office investigate the case.
22. Mrs. Greene is aroused by the shot
fired in Ada's room, and hears Ada fall. But
she hears no footsteps or sound of a door
closing.
23. Sproot is half-way down the servants'
stairs when the second shot is fired, yet he
encounters no one in the hall. Nor does he
hear any noise.
24. Rex, in the room next to Ada's, says he
heard no shot.
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25. Rex intimates that Chester knows
more about the tragedy than he admits.
26. There is some secret between Chester
and Sibella.
27. Sibella, like Chester, repudiates the
burglar theory, but refuses to suggest an alternative, and says frankly that any member
of the Greene family may be guilty.
28. Ada says she was awakened by a menacing presence in her room, which was in
darkness; that she attempted to run from the
intruder, but was pursued by shuffling footsteps.
29. Ada says a hand touched her when she
first arose from bed, but refuses to make any
attempt to identify the hand.
30. Sibella challenges Ada to say that it
was she (Sibella) who was in the room, and
then deliberately accuses Ada of having shot
Julia. She also accuses Ada of having stolen
the revolver from Chester's room.
31. Von Blon, by his attitude and manner,
reveals a curious intimacy between Sibella and
himself.
32. Ada is frankly fond of Von Blon.
SECOND CRIME
33. Four days after Julia and Ada are shot,
at 11.30 p. M., Chester is murdered by a contact shot fired from a .32 revolver.
34. There is a look of amazement and horror on his face.
35. Sibella hears the shot and summons
Sproot.
36. Sibella says she listened at her door
immediately after the shot was fired, but
heard no other sound.
37. The lights are on in Chester's room.
He was apparently reading when the murderer entered.
38. A clear double set of footprints is
found on the front walk. The tracks have
been made within a half-hour of the crime.
39. A pair of galoshes, exactly corresponding to the footprints, is found in Chester's
clothes-closet.
40. Ada had a premonition of Chester's
death, and, when informed of it, guesses he
has been shot in the same manner as Julia.
But she is greatiy relieved when shown the
footprint patterns indicating that the murderer is an outsider.
41. Rex says he heard a noise in the hall
and the sound of a door closing twenty minutes before the shot was fired.
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42. Ada, when told of Rex's story, recalls
also having heard a door close at some time
after eleven.
43. It is obvious that Ada knows or suspects something.
44. The cook becomes emotional at the
thought of any one wanting to harm Ada, but
says she can understand a person having a
reason to shoot Julia and Chester.
45. Rex, when interviewed, shows clearly
that he thinks some one in the house is guilty.
46. Rex accuses Von Blon of being the
murderer.
47. Mrs. Greene makes a request that the
investigation be dropped.
T H I R D CRIME
48. Rex is shot in the forehead with a .32
revolver, at 11.20 A.M., twenty days after
Chester has been killed and within five minutes of the time Ada phones him from the
District Attorney's office.
49. There is no look of horror or surprise
on Rex's face, as was the case with Julia and
Chester.
50. His body is found on the floor before
the mantel.
51. A diagram which Ada asked him to
bring with him to the District Attorney's office has disappeared.
52. No one up-stairs hears the shot,
though the doors are open; but Sproot, downstairs in the buder's pantry, hears it distinctly53. Von Blon is visiting Sibella that morning; but she says she was in the bathroom
bathing her dog at the time Rex was shot.
54. Footprints are found in Ada's room
coming from the balcony door, which is ajar.
55. A single set of footprints is found leading from the front walk to the balcony.
56. The tracks could have been made at
any time after nine o'clock that morning.
57. Sibella refuses to go away on a visit.
58. The galoshes that made all three sets
of footprints are found in the linen-closet, although they were not there when the house
was searched for the revolver.
59. The galoshes are returned to the linencloset, but disappear that night.
F O U R T H CRIME
60. Two days after Rex's death Ada and
Mrs. Greene are poisoned within twelve hours

of each other—Ada with morphine, Mrs.
Greene with strychnine.
61. Ada is treated at once, and recovers.
62. Von Blon is seen leaving the house just
before Ada swallows the poison.
63. Ada is discovered by Sproot as a result
of Sibella's dog catching his teeth in the bellcord.
64. The morphine was taken in the bouillon which Ada habitually drank in the mornings.
65. Ada states that no one visited her in
her room after the nurse had called her to
come and drink the bouillon; but that she
went to Julia's room to get a shawl, leaving
the bouillon unguarded for several moments.
66. Neither Ada nor the nurse remembers
having seen Sibella's dog in the hall before
the poisoned bouillon was taken.
6y. Mrs. Greene is found dead of strychnine-poisoning the morning after Ada swallowed the morphine.
68. The strychnine could have been administered only after 11 p. M. the previous
night.
69. The nurse was in her room on the
third floor between 11 and 11.30 P. M.
70. Von Blon was calling on Sibella that
night, but Sibella says he left her at 10.45.
71. The strychnine was administered in a
dose of citrocarbonate, which, presumably,
Mrs. Greene would not have taken without
assistance.
72. Sibella decides to visit a girl chum in
Atlantic City, and leaves New York on the
afternoon train.
DISTRIBUTABLE FACTS
73. The same revolver is used on Julia,
Ada, Chester, and Rex.
74. All three sets of footprints have obviously been made by some one in the house
for the purpose of casting suspicion on an outsider.
75. The murderer is some one whom both
Julia and Chester would receive in their
rooms, in neglige, late at night.
76. The murderer does not make himself
known to Ada, but enters her room surreptitiously.
77. Nearly three weeks after Chester's
death Ada comes to the District Attorney's
office, stating she has important news to impart.
78. Ada says that Rex has confessed to her
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that he heard the shot in her room and also
heard other things, but was afraid to admit
them; and she asks that Rex be questioned.
79. Ada tells of having found a cryptic diagram, marked with symbols, in the lower hall
near the library door.
80. On the day of Rex's murder Von Blon
reports that his medicine-case has been rifled
of three grains of strychnine and six grains of
morphine—presumably at the Greene mansion.
81. The library reveals the fact that some
one has been in the habit of going there and
reading by candle-light. The books that show
signs of having been read are: a handbook of
the criminal sciences, two works on toxicology, and two treatises on hysterical paralysis
and sleep-walking.
82. The visitor to die library is some one
who understands German well, for three of
the books that have been read are in German.
83. The galoshes that disappeared from
the linen-closet on the night of Rex's murder
are found in the library.
84. Some one listens at the door while the
library is being inspected.
85. Ada reports that she saw Mrs. Greene
walking in the lower hall the night before.
86. Von Blon asserts that Mrs. Greene's
paralysis is of a nature that makes movement
a physical impossibility.
87. Arrangements are made with Von
Blon to have Doctor Oppenheimer examine
Mrs. Greene.
88. Von Blon informs Mrs. Greene of the
proposed examination, which he has scheduled for the following day.
89. Mrs. Greene is poisoned before Doctor Oppenheimer's examination can be made.
90. The post mortem reveals conclusively
that Mrs. Greene's leg muscles were so atrophied that she could not have walked.
91. Ada, when told of the autopsy, insists
that she saw her mother's shawl about the
figure in the hall, and, on being pressed, admits that Sibella sometimes wore it.
92. During the questioning of Ada regarding the shawl Mrs. Mannheim suggests that it
was she herself whom Ada saw in the hall.
93. When Julia and Ada were shot there
were, or could have been, present in the
house: Chester, Sibella, Rex, Mrs. Greene,
Von Blon, Barton, Hemming, Sproot, and
Mrs. Mannheim.
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94. When Chester was shot there were, or
could have been, present in the house: Sibella, Rex, Mrs. Greene, Ada, Von Blon, Barton, Hemming, Sproot, and Mrs. Mannheim.
95. When Rex was shot there were, or
could have been, present in the house: Sibella, Mrs. Greene, Von Blon, Hemming,
Sproot, and Mrs. Mannheim.
96. When Ada was poisoned there were,
or could have been, present in the house: Sibella, Mrs. Greene, Von Blon, Hemming,
Sproot, and Mrs. Mannheim.
97. When Mrs. Greene was poisoned there
were, or could have been, present in the
house: Sibella, Von Blon, Ada, Hemming,
Sproot, and Mrs. Mannheim.
When Markham had finished reading the
summary, he went through it a second time.
Then he laid it on the table.
"Yes, Vance," he said, "you've covered the
main points pretty thoroughly. But I can't see
any coherence in them. In fact, they seem
only to emphasize the confusion of the case."
"And yet, Markham, I'm convinced that
they only need rearrangement and interpretation to be perfectly clear. Properly analyzed,
they'll tell us everything we want to know."
Markham glanced again through the pages.
"If it wasn't for certain items, we could
make out a case against several people. But
no matter what person in the list we may assume to be guilty, we are at once confronted
by a group of contradictory and insurmountable facts. This precis could be used effectively to prove that every one concerned is innocent."
"Superficially it appears that way," agreed
Vance. "But we first must find the generating
line of the design, and then relate the subsidi'ry forms of the pattern to it."
Markham made a hopeless gesture.
"If only life were as simple as your aesthetic theories!"
"It's dashed simpler," Vance asserted.
"The mere mechanism of a camera can record life; but only a highly developed creative intelligence, with a profound philosophic
insight, can produce a work of art."
"Can you make any sense—esthetic or
otherwise—out of this?" Markham petulantly tapped the sheets of paper.
"I can see certain traceries, so to speak—
certain suggestions of a pattern; but I'll admit the main design has thus far eluded me.
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The fact is, Markham, I have a feehng that
some important factor in this case—some
balancing line of the pattern, perhaps—is still
hidden from us. I don't say that my resume
is insusceptible of interpretation in its present
state; but our task would be greatly simplified
if we were in possession of the missing integer."
Fifteen minutes later, when we had returned to Markham's main office, Swacker
came in and laid a letter on the desk.
"There's a funny one, Chief," he said.
Markham took up the letter and read it
with a deepening frown. When he had finished, he handed it to Vance. The letter-head
read, "Rectory, Third Presbyterian Church,
Stamford, Connecticut"; the date was the
preceding day; and the signature was that of
the Reverend Anthony Seymour. The contents of the letter, written in a small, precise
hand, were as follows:
T H E HONORABLE JOHN F . - X . MARKHAM,

Dear Sir: As far as I am aware, I have
never betrayed a confidence. But there can
arise, I believe, unforeseen circumstances to
modify the strictness of one's adherence to a
given promise, and indeed impose upon one
a greater duty than that of keeping silent.
I have read in the papers of the wicked and
abominable things that have happened at the
Greene residence in New York; and I have
therefore come to the conclusion, after much
heart-searching and prayer, that it is my
bounden duty to put you in possession of a
fact which, as the result of a promise, I have
kept to myself for over a year. I would not
now betray this trust did I not believe that
some good might possibly come of it, and that
you, my dear sir, would also treat the matter
in the most sacred confidence. It may not help
you—indeed, I do not see how it can possibly lead to a solution of the terrible curse that
has fallen upon the Greene family—but since
the fact is connected intimately with one of
the members of that family, I will feel better
when I have communicated it to you.
On the night of August 29, of last year, a
machine drove up to my door, and a man and
a woman asked that I secretly marry them.
I may say that I am frequently receiving such
requests from runaway couples. This particular couple appeared to be well-bred dependable people, and I concurred with their
wishes, giving them my assurances that the

ceremony would, as they desired, be kept confidential.
The names that appeared on the license—
which had been secured in New Haven late
that afternoon—were Sibella Greene, of New
York City, and Arthur Von Blon, also of
New York City.
Vance read the letter and handed it back.
"Really, y' know, I can't say that I'm astonished
"
Suddenly he broke off, his eyes fixed
thoughtfully before him. Then he rose nervously and paced up and down.
"That tears it!" he exclaimed.
Markham threw him a look of puzzled interrogation.
"What's the point?"
"Don't you see?" Vance came quickly to
the District Attorney's desk. "My word!
That's the one fact that's missing from my
tabulation." He then unfolded the last sheet
and wrote:
98. Sibella and Von Blon were secredy
married a year ago.
"But I don't see how that helps," protested
Markham.
"Neither do I at this moment," Vance replied. "But I'm going to spend this evening in
erudite meditation."
XXIV
A MYSTERIOUS TRIP

(Sunday, December 5J

The Boston Symphony Orchestra was
scheduled that afternoon to play a Bach Concerto and Beethoven's C-Minor Symphony;
and Vance, on leaving the District Attorney's
office, rode direct to Carnegie Hall. He sat
through the concert in a state of relaxed receptivity, and afterward insisted on walking
the two miles back to his quarters—an almost
unheard-of thing for him.
Shordy after dinner Vance bade me good
night and, donning his slippers and houserobe, went into the library. I had considerable
work to do that night, and it was long past
midnight when I finished. On the way to my
room I passed the library door, which had
been left slighdy ajar, and I saw Vance sitting
at his desk—his head in his hands, the summary lying before him—in an attitude of oblivious concentration. He was smoking, as
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was habitual with him during any sort of
mental activity; and the ash-receiver at his
elbow was filled with cigarette-stubs. I moved
on quietly, marvelling at the way this new
problem had taken hold of him.
It was half past three in the morning when
I suddenly awoke, conscious of footsteps
somewhere in the house. Rising quiedy, I
went into the hall, drawn by a vague curiosity
mingled with uneasiness. At the end of the
corridor a panel of light fell on the wall, and
as I moved forward in the semidarkness I saw
that the light issued from the partly open library door. At the same time I became aware
that the footsteps, too, came from that room.
I could not resist looking inside; and there I
saw Vance walking up and down, his chin
sunk on his breast, his hands crammed into
the deep pockets of his dressing-gown. The
room was dense with cigarette-smoke, and his
figure appeared misty in the blue haze. I went
back to bed and lay awake for an hour. When
finally I dozed off it was to the accompaniment of those rhythmic footfalls in the library.
I rose at eight o'clock. It was a dark, dismal Sunday, and I had my coffee in the living-room by electric light. When I glanced
into the library at nine Vance was still there,
sitting at his desk. The reading-lamp was
burning, but the fire on the hearth had died
out. Returning to the living-room, I tried to
interest myself in the Sunday newspapers;
but after scanning the accounts of the Greene
case I lit my pipe and drew up my chair before the grate.
It was nearly ten o'clock when Vance appeared at the door. All night he had been up,
wrestling with his self-imposed problem; and
the devitalizing effects of this long, sleepless
concentration showed on him only too plainly. There were shadowed circles around his
eyes; his mouth was drawn; and even his
shoulders sagged wearily. But, despite the
shock his appearance gave me, my dominant
emotion was one of avid curiosity. I wanted
to know the outcome of his all-night vigil;
and as he came into the room I gave him a
look of questioning expectancy.
When his eyes met mine he nodded slowly.
"I've traced the design," he said, holding
out his hands to the warmth of the fire. "And
it's more horrible than I even imagined."
He was silent for some minutes. "Telephone
Markham for me, will you. Van? Tell him I
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must see him at once. Ask him to come to
breakfast. Explain that I'm a bit fagged."
He went out, and I heard him calling to
Currie to prepare his bath.
I had no difficulty in inducing Markham to
breakfast with us after I had explained the
situation; and in less than an hour he arrived.
Vance was dressed and shaved, and looked
considerably fresher than when I had first
seen him that morning; but he was still pale,
and his eyes were fatigued.
No mention was made of the Greene case
during breakfast, but when we had sought
easy chairs in the library, Markham could
withhold his impatience no longer.
"Van intimated over the phone that you
had made something out of the summary."
"Yes." Vance spoke dispiritedly. "I've
fitted all the items together. And it's damnable! N o wonder the truth escaped us."
Markham leaned forward, his face tense,
unbelieving.
"You know the truth?"
"Yes, I know," came the quiet answer.
"That is, my brain has told me conclusively
who's at the bottom of this fiendish affair; but
even now—in the daylight—I can't credit it.
Everything in me revolts against the acceptance of the truth. The fact is, I'm almost
afraid to accept it. . . . Dash it all, I'm getting
mellow. Middle-age has crept upon me." He
attempted to smile, but failed.
Markham waited in silence.
"No, old man," continued Vance; "I'm
not going to tell you now. I can't tell you
until I've looked into one or two matters. You
see, the pattern is plain enough, but the recognizable objects, set in their new relationships,
are grotesque—like the shapes in an awful
dream. I must first touch them and measure
them to make sure that they're not, after all,
mere abortive vagaries."
"And how long will this verification
take?" Markham knew there was no use to
try to force the issue. He realized that Vance
was fully conscious of the seriousness of the
situation, and respected his decision to investigate certain points before revealing his conclusions.
"Not long, I hope." Vance went to his desk
and wrote something on a piece of paper,
which he handed to Markham. "Here's a list
of the five books in Tobias's library that
showed signs of having been read by the nocturnal visitor. I want those books, Markham
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—immediately. But I don't want any one to
know about their being taken away. Therefore, I'm going to ask you to phone Nurse
O'Brien to get Mrs. Greene's key and secure
them when no one is looking. Tell her to
wrap them up and give them to the detective
on guard in the house with instructions to
bring them here. You can explain to her what
section of the book-shelves they're in."
Markham took the paper and rose without
a word. At the door of the den, however, he
paused.
"Do you think it wise for the man to leave
the house?"
"It won't matter," Vance told him. "Nothing more can happen there at present."
Markham went on into the den. In a few
minutes he returned.
"The books will be here in half an hour."
When the detective arrived with the package Vance unwrapped it and laid the volumes
beside his chair,
"Now, Markham, I'm going to do some
reading. You won't mind, what?" Despite
his casual tone, it was evident that an urgent
seriousness underlay his words.
Markham got up immediately; and again
I marvelled at the complete understanding
that existed between these two disparate men.
"I have a number of personal letters to
write," he said, "so I'll run along. Currie's
omelet was excellent.—When shall I see you
again? I could drop round at tea-time."
Vance held out his hand with a look bordering on affection.
"Make it five o'clock. I'll be through with
my perusings by then. And thanks for your
tolerance." Then he added gravely: "You'll
understand, after I've told you everything,
why I wanted to wait a bit."
When Markham returned that afternoon
a little before five Vance was still reading in
the library; but shordy afterward he joined
us in the living-room.
"The picture clarifies," he said. "The fantastic images are gradually taking on the aspect of hideous realities. I've substantiated
several points, but a few facts still need corroboration."
"To vindicate your hypothesis?"
"No, not that. The hypothesis is self-proving. There's no doubt as to the truth. But—
dash it all, Markham!—I refuse to accept it
until every scrap of evidence has been incontestably sustained."

"Is the evidence of such a nature that I
can use it in a court of law?"
"That is something I refuse even to consider. Criminal proceedings seem utterly irrelevant in the present case. But I suppose society must have its pound of flesh, and you—
the duly elected Shylock of God's great common people—will no doubt wield the knife.
However, I assure you I shall not be present
at the butchery."
Markham studied him curiously.
"Your words sound rather ominous. But
if, as you say, you have discovered the perpetrator of these crimes, why shouldn't society
exact punishment?"
"If society were omniscient, Markham, it
would have a right to sit in judgment. But society is ignorant and venomous, devoid of any
trace of insight or understanding. It exalts
knavery, and worships stupidity. It crucifies
the intelligent, and puts the diseased in dungeons. And, withal, it arrogates to itself the
right and ability to analyze the subtle sources
of what it calls 'crime,' and to condemn to
death all persons whose inborn and irresistible
impulses it does not like. That's your sweet
society, Markham—a pack of wolves watering at the mouth for victims on whom to vent
its organized lust to kill and flay."
Markham regarded him with some astonishment and considerable concern.
"Perhaps you are preparing to let the criminal escape in the present case," he said with
the irony of resentment.
"Oh, no," Vance assured him, "I shall
turn your victim over to you. The Greene
murderer is of a particularly vicious type, and
should be rendered impotent. I was merely
trying to suggest that the electric chair—that
touchin' device of your beloved society—is
not quite the correct method of dealing with
this culprit."
"You admit, however, that he is a menace
to society."
"Undoubtedly. And the hideous thing
about it is that this tournament of crime at
the Greene mansion will continue unless we
can put a stop to it. That's why I am being
so careful. As the case now stands, I doubt if
you could even make an arrest."
When tea was over Vance got up and
stretched himself.
"By the by, Markham," he said offhandedly, "have you received any report on Sibella's activities?"
"Nothing important. She's still in Atlantic
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City, and evidently intends to stay there for
some time. She phoned Sproot yesterday to
send down another trunkful of her clothes."
"Did she, now? That's very gratifyin'."
Vance walked to the door with sudden resolution. "I think I'll run out to the Greenes'
for a little while. I sha'n't be gone over an
hour. Wait for me here, Markham—there's a
good fellow; I don't want my visit to have an
official flavor. There's a new Simplicissimus
on the table to amuse you till I return. Con
it and thank your own special gods that you
have no Thony or Gulbranssen in this country to caricature your Gladstonian features."
As he spoke he beckoned to me, and, before Markham could question him, we passed
out into the hall and down the stairs. Fifteen
minutes later a taxicab set us down before the
Greene mansion.
Sproot opened the door for us, and Vance,
with only a curt greeting, led him into the
drawing-room.
"I understand," he said, "that Miss Sibella phoned you yesterday from Atlantic City
and asked to have a trunk shipped to her."
Sproot bowed. "Yes, sir. I sent the trunk
off last night."
"What did Miss Sibella say to you over the
phone?"
"Very little, sir—the connection was not
good. She said merely that she had no intention of returning to New York for a considerable time and needed more clothes than she
had taken with her."
"Did she ask how things were going at
the house here?"
"Only in the most casual way, sir."
"Then she didn't seem apprehensive about
what might happen here while she was
away?"
"No, sir. In fact—if I may say so without
disloyalty—her tone of voice was quite indifferent, sir."
"Judging from her remarks about the
trunk, how long would you say she intends
to be away?"
Sproot considered the matter.
"That's difficult to say, sir. But I would go
so far as to venture the opinion that Miss
Sibella intends to remain in Atlantic City for
a month or more."
Vance nodded with sadsfaction.
"And now, Sproot," he said, "I have a particularly important question to ask you. When
you first went into Miss Ada's room on the
night she was shot and found her on the floor
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before the dressing-table, was the window
open? Think! I want a positive answer. You
know the window is just beside the dressingtable and overlooks the steps leading to the
stone balcony. Was it open or shut?"
Sproot contracted his brows and appeared
to be recalling the scene. Finally he spoke,
and there was no doubt in his voice.
"The window was open, sir. I recall it now
quite distincdy. After Mr. Chester and I had
lifted Miss Ada to the bed,, I closed it at once
for fear she would catch cold."
"How far open was the window?" asked
Vance with eager impatience.
"Eight or nine inches, sir, I should say.
Perhaps a foot."
"Thank you, Sproot. That will be all. Now
please tell the cook I want to see her."
Mrs. Mannheim came in a few minutes
later, and Vance indicated a chair near the
desk-light. When the woman had seated herself he stood before her and fixed her with a
stern, implacable gaze.
"Frau Mannheim, the time for truth-telling has come. I am here to ask you a few
questions, and unless I receive a straight answer to them I shall report you to the police.
You will, I assure you, receive no consideration at their hands."
The woman tightened her lips stubbornly
and shifted her eyes, unable to meet Vance's
penetrating stare.
"You told me once that your husband died
in New Orleans thirteen years ago. Is that
correct.?"
Vance's question seemed to relieve her
mind, and she answered readily.
"Yes, yes. Thirteen years ago."
"What month?"
"In October."
"Had he been ill long?"
"About a year."
"What was the nature of his illness?"
Now a look of fright came into her eyes,
"I—don't know—exactly," she stammered.
"The doctors didn't let me see him."
"He was in a hospital?"
She nodded several times rapidly. "Yes—
a hospital."
"And I believe you told me, Frau Mannheim, that you saw Mr. Tobias Greene a year
before your husband's death. That would
have been about the time your husband entered the hospital—fourteen years ago."
She looked vaguely at Vance, but made no
reply.
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"And it was exactly fourteen years ago that
Mr. Greene adopted Ada."
The woman caught her breath sharply. A
look of panic contorted her face.
"So when your husband died," continued
Vance, "you came to Mr. Greene, knowing
he would give you a position."
H e went up to her and touched her filially
on the shoulder.
"I have suspected for some time, Frau
Mannheim," he said kindly, "that Ada is
your daughter. It's true, isn't i t ? "
With a convulsive sob the woman hid her
face in her apron.
"I gave Mr. Greene my word," she confessed brokenly, "that I wouldn't tell any
one—not even Ada—if he let me stay here—
to be near her."
"You haven't told any one," Vance consoled her. "It was not your fault that I guessed
it."
When Mrs. Mannheim left us a litde later
Vance had succeeded in allaying her apprehension and distress. He then sent for Ada.
As she entered the drawing-room the
troubled look in her eyes and the pallor of her
cheeks told clearly of the strain she was under. Her first question voiced the fear uppermost in her mind.
"Have you found out anything, Mr.
Vance?" She spoke with an air of pitiful discouragement. "It's terrible alone here in this
big house—especially at night. Every sound I
hear . . . "
"You mustn't let your imagination get the
better of you, Ada," Vance counselled her.
Then he added: "We know a lot more now
than we did, and before long, I hope, all your
fears will be done away with. In fact, it's in
regard to what we've found out that I've come
here to-day. I thought perhaps you could help
me again."
"If only I could! But I've thought and
thought
"
Vance smiled.
"Let us do the thinking, Ada.—What I
wanted to ask you is this: do you know if
Sibella speaks German well?"
The girl appeared surprised.
"Why, yes. And so did Julia and Chester
and Rex. Father insisted on their learning it.
And he spoke it too—almost as well as he
spoke English. As for Sibella, I've often heard
her and Doctor Von talking in German."
"But she spoke with an accent, I suppose."

"A slight accent—she'd never been long in
Germany. But she spoke very well German."
"That's what I wanted to be sure of."
"Then you do know something!" Her
voice quavered with eagerness. "Oh, how
long before this awful suspense will be over?
Every night for weeks I've been afraid to turn
out my lights and go to sleep."
"You needn't be afraid to turn out your
lights now," Vance assured her. "There won't
be any more attempts on your life, Ada."
She looked at him for a moment searchingly, and something in his manner seemed to
hearten her. When we took our leave the
color had come back to her cheeks.
Markham was pacing the library restlessly
when we arrived home.
"I've checked several more points," Vance
announced. "But I've missed the important
one—the one that would explain the unbelievable hideousness of the thing I've unearthed."
He went directly into the den, and we
could hear him telephoning. Returning a few
minutes later, he looked anxiously at his
watch. Then he rang for Currie and ordered
his bag packed for a week's trip.
"I'm going away, Markham," he said. "I'm
going to travel—they say it broadens the
mind. My train departs in less than an hour;
and I'll be away a week. Can you bear to be
without me for so long? However, nothing
will happen in connection with the Greene
case during my absence. In fact, I'd advise
you to shelve it temporarily."
He would say no more, and in half an
hour he was ready to go.
"There's one thing you can do for me
while I'm away," he told Markham, as he
slipped into his overcoat. "Please have drawn
up for me a complete and detailed weather report from the day preceding Julia's death to
the day following Rex's murder."
He would not let either Markham or me
accompany him to the station, and we were
left in ignorance of even the direction in
which his mysterious trip was to take him.
XXV
THE CAPTURE

(Monday, December i^; 4 p. m.)

It was eight days before Vance returned
to New York. H e arrived on the afternoon of
Monday, December 13, and after he had
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had his tub and changed his clothes, he telephoned Markham to expect him in half an
hour. He then ordered his Hispano-Suiza
from the garage; and by this sign I knew he
was under a nervous strain. In fact, he had
spoken scarcely a dozen words to me since his
return, and as he picked his way down-town
through the late afternoon traffic he was
gloomy and preoccupied. Once I ventured to
ask him if his trip had been successful, and
he had merely nodded. But when we turned
into Centre Street he relented a litde, and
said:
"There was never any doubt as to the success of my trip, Van. I knew what I'd find.
But I didn't dare trust my reason; I had to see
the records with my own eyes before I'd
capitulate unreservedly to the conclusion I'd
formed."
Both Markham and Heath were waiting
for us in the District Attorney's office. It was
just four o'clock, and the sun had already
dropped below the New York Life Building
which towered above the old Criminal Courts
structure a block to the southwest.
"I took it for granted you had something
important to tell me," said Markham; "so I
asked the Sergeant to come here."
"Yes, I've much to tell." Vance had thrown
himself into a chair, and was lighting a cigarette. "But first I want to know if anything
has happened in my absence."
"Nothing. Your prognostication was quite
accurate. Things have been quiet and apparendy normal at the Greene mansion."
"Anyhow," interposed Heath, "we may
have a litde better chance this week of getting
hold of something to work on. Sibella returned from Atlantic City yesterday, and Von
Blon's been hanging round the house ever
since."
"Sibella back.?" Vance sat up, and his eyes
became intent.
"At six o'clock yesterday evening," said
Markham. "The newspaper men at the beach
ferreted her out and ran a sensational story
about her. After that the poor girl didn't have
an hour's peace; so yesterday she packed up
and came back. We got word of the move
through the men the Sergeant had set to
watch her. I ran out to see her this morning,
and advised her to go away again. But she
was pretty thoroughly disgusted, and stubbornly refused to quit the Greene house—said
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death was preferable to being hounded by
reporters and scandal-mongers."
Vance had risen and moved to the window,
where he stood scanning the gray sky-line.
"Sibella's back, eh?" he murmured. Then
he turned round. "Let me see that weather
report I asked you to prepare for me."
Markham reached into a drawer and handed him a typewritten sheet of paper.
After perusing it he tossed it back on the
desk.
"Keep that, Markham. You'll need it when
you face your twelve good men and true."
"What is it you have to tell us, Mr.
Vance?" The Sergeant's voice was impatient
despite his effort to control it. "Mr. Markham said you had a line on the case.—For
God's sake, sir, if you've got any evidence
against any one, slip it to me and let me make
an arrest. I'm getting thin worrying over this
damn business."
Vance drew himself together.
"Yes, I know who the murderer is. Sergeant; and I have the evidence—though it
wasn't my plan to tell you just yet. However"
—he went to the door with grim resolution
—"we can't delay matters any longer now.
Our hand has been forced.—Get into your
coat. Sergeant—and you, too, Markham.
We'd better get out to the Greene house before dark."
"But, damn it all, Vance!" Markham expostulated. "Why don't you tell us what's in
your mind.'"'
"I can't explain now—you'll understand
why later
"
"If you know so much, Mr. Vance," broke
in Heath, "what's keeping us from making
an arrest?"
"You're going to make your arrest. Sergeant—inside of an hour." Though he gave
the promise without enthusiasm, it acted electrically on both Heath and Markham.
Five minutes later the four of us were
driving up West Broadway in Vance's car.
Sproot as usual admitted us without the
faintest show of interest, and stood aside respectfully for us to enter.
"We wish to see Miss Sibella," said Vance.
"Please tell her to come to the drawing-room
—alone."
"I'm sorry, sir, but Miss Sibella is out."
"Then tell Miss Ada we want to see her."
"Miss Ada is out also, sir." The butler's
unemotional tone sounded strangely incon-
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gruous in the tense atmosphere we had
I could not help marvelling at the impasbrought with us.
sive way in which the man went to the tele"When do you expect them back?"
phone to comply with this astonishing and
"I couldn't say, sir. They went out motor- seemingly incomprehensible request. When
ing together. They probably won't be gone he returned his face was expressionless.
long. Would you gentlemen care to wait?"
"The doctor has not arrived at Mrs. RigVance hesitated.
lander's, sir," he reported.
"Yes, we'll wait," he decided, and walked
"He's certainly had time," Vance comtoward the drawing-room.
mented, half to himself. Then: "Who drove
But he had barely reached the archway the car when it left here, Sproot?"
when he turned suddenly and called to
"I couldn't say for certain, sir. I didn't
Sproot, who was retreating slowly toward the notice particularly. But it's my impression
rear of the hall.
that Miss Sibella entered the car first as
"You say Miss Sibella and Miss Ada went though she intended to drive
"
motoring together? How long ago?"
"Come, Markham!" Vance started for the
"About fifteen minutes—maybe twenty, door. "I don't like this at all. There's a mad
sir." A barely perceptible lift of the man's idea in my head. . . . Hurry, man! If someeyebrows indicated that he was greatly aston- thing devilish should happen . . ."
ished by Vance's sudden change of manner.
We had reached the car, and Vance sprang
"Whose car did they go i n ? "
to the wheel. Heath and Markham, in a daze
"In Doctor Von Blon's. He was here to of incomprehension but swept along by the
tea
"
other's ominous insistence, took their places
"And who suggested the ride, Sproot?"
in the tonneau; and I sat beside the driver's
"I really couldn't say, sir. They were sort seat.
of debating about it when I came in to clear
"We're going to break all the traffic and
away the tea things."
speed regulations. Sergeant," Vance announc"Repeat everything you heard!" Vance ed, as he mancEuvred the car in the narrow
spoke rapidly and with more than a trace of
street; "so have your badge and credentials
excitement.
handy, I may be taking you chaps on a wild"When I entered the room the doctor was goose chase, but we've got to risk it."
saying as how he thought it would be a good
We darted toward First Avenue, cut the
thing for the young ladies to get some fresh corner short, and turned up-town. At 59th
air; and Miss Sibella said she'd had enough Street we swung west and went toward Cofresh air."
lumbus Circle. A surface car held us up at
"And Miss A d a ? "
Lexington Avenue; and at Fifth Avenue we
"I don't remember her saying anything, were stopped by a traffic officer. But Heath
sir."
showed his card and spoke a few words, and
"And they went out to the car while you we struck across Central Park. Swinging
were here?"
perilously round the curves of the driveways,
"Yes, sir. I opened the door for them."
we came out into 8ist Street and headed for
"And did Doctor Von Blon go in the car Riverside Drive. There was less congestion
with them?"
here, and we made between forty and fifty
"Yes. But I believe they were to drop him miles an hour all the way to Dyckman Street.
at Mrs. Riglander's, where he had a profesIt was a nerve-racking ordeal, for not only
sional call to make. From what he said as he ' had the shadows of evening fallen, but the
went out I gathered that the young ladies
streets were slippery in places where the meltwere then to take a drive, and that he was to
ed snow had frozen in large sheets along the
call here for the car after dinner."
sloping sides of the Drive. Vance, however,
"What!" Vance stiffened, and his eyes was an excellent driver. For two years he had
burned upon the old buder. "Quick, Sproot!
driven the same car, and he understood thorDo you know where Mrs. Riglander lives?"
oughly how to handle it. Once we skidded
"On Madison Avenue in the Sixties, I bedrunkenly, but he managed to right the traclieve."
tion before the rear wheels came in contact
"Get her on the phone—find out if the
with the high curbing. He kept the siren horn
doctor has arrived."
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screeching constantly, and other cars drew
away from us, giving us a fairly clear road.
At several street intersections we had to
slow down; and twice we were halted by
traffic officers, but were permitted to proceed
the moment the occupants of the tonneau
were recognized. On North Broadway we
were forced to the curb by a motorcycle policeman, who showered us with a stream of
picturesque abuse. But when Heath had cut
him short with still more colorful vituperation, and he had made out Markham's features in the shadows, he became ludicrously
humble, and acted as an advance-guard for us
all the way to Yonkers, clearing the road and
holding up traffic at every cross-street.
At the railroad tracks near Yonkers Ferry
we were obliged to wait several minutes for
the shunting of some freight-cars, and Markham took this opportunity of venting his emotions.
"I presume you have a good reason for this
insane ride, Vance," he said angrily. "But
since I'm taking my life in my hands by accompanying you, I'd like to know what your
objective is."
"There's no time now for explanations,"
Vance replied brusquely. "Either I'm on a
fool's errand, or there's an abominable tragedy ahead of us." His face was set and white,
and he looked anxiously at his watch. "We're
twenty minutes ahead of the usual running
time from the Plaza to Yonkers. Furthermore,
we're taking the direct route to our destination—another ten minutes' saving. If the
thing I fear is scheduled for to-night, the
other car will go by the Spuyten Duyvil Road
and through the back lanes along the rivAt this moment the crossing-bars were
lifted, and our car jerked forward, picking up
speed with breathless rapidity.
Vance's words had set a train of thought
going in my mind. The Spuyten Duyvil Road
—the back lanes along the river. . . . Suddenly there flashed on my brain a memory
of that other ride we had taken weeks before
with Sibella and Ada and Von Blon; and a
sense of something inimical and indescribably
horrifying took possession of me. I tried to
recall the details of that ride—how we had
turned off the main road at Dyckman Street,
skirted the palisades through old wooded estates, traversed private hedge-lined roadways,
entered Yonkers from the Riverdale Road,
turned again from the main highway past the

Ardsley Country Club, taken the litde-used
road along the river toward Tarrytown, and
stopped on the high cliff to get a panoramic
view of the Hudson. . . . That cliff overlooking the waters of the river!—Ah, now I remembered Sibella's cruel jest—her supposedly
satirical suggestion of how a perfect murder
might be committed there. And on the instant of that recollection I knew where Vance
was heading—I understood the thing he feared! He believed that another car was also
heading for that lonely precipice beyond Ardsley—a car that had nearly half an hour
start. . . .
We were now below the Longue Vue hill,
and a few moments later we swung into
the Hudson Road. At Dobbs Ferry another
officer stepped in our path and waved frantically; but Heath, leaning over the runningboard, shouted some unintelligible words, and
Vance, without slackening speed, skirted the
officer and plunged ahead toward Ardsley.
Ever since we had passed Yonkers, Vance
had been inspecting every large car along the
way. He was, I knew, looking for Von Blon's
low-hung yellow Daimler. But there had been
no sign of it, and, as he threw on the brakes
preparatory to turning into the narrow road
by the Country Club golf-links, I heard him
mutter half-aloud:
"God help us if we're too late!"*
We made the turn at the Ardsley station
at such a rate of speed that I held my breath
for fear we would upset; and I had to grip the
seat with both hands to keep my balance as
we jolted over the rough road along the river
level. We took the hill before us in high gear,
and climbed swiftly to the dirt roadway along
the edge of the bluff beyond.
Scarcely had we rounded the hill's crest
when an exclamation broke from Vance, and
simultaneously I noticed a flickering red light
bobbing in the distance. A new spurt of speed
brought us perceptibly nearer to the car before
us, and it was but a few moments before we
could make out its lines and color. There
was no mistaking Von Blon's great Daimler.
"Hide your faces," Vance shouted over his
shoulder to Markham and Heath. "Don't let
any one see you as we pass the car ahead."
I leaned over below the panel of the front
door, and a few seconds later a sudden swerve
* This was the first and only time during my entire friendship with Vance that I ever heard him use
a Scriptural expletive.
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told me that we were circling about the Daimler. The next moment we were back in the
road, rushing forward in the lead.
Half a mile further on the road narrowed.
There was a deep ditch on one side and dense
shrubbery on the other. Vance quickly threw
on the brakes, and our rear wheels skidded on
the hard frozen earth, bringing us to a halt
with our car turned almost at right angles
with the road, completely blocking the way.
"Out, you chaps!" called Vance.
We had no more than alighted when the
other car drove up and, with a grinding of
brakes, came to a lurching halt within a few
feet of our machine. Vance had run back,
and as the car reached a standstill he threw
open the front door. The rest of us had instinctively crowded after him, urged forward
by some undefined sense of excitement and
dread foreboding. The Daimler was of the
sedan type with small high windows, and
even with the lingering radiance of the western sky and the dashboard illumination I
could barely make out the figures inside. But
at that moment Heath's pocket flash-light
blazed in the semidarkness.
The sight that met my straining eyes was
paralyzing. During the drive I had speculated on the outcome of our tragic adventure,
and I had pictured several hateful possibilities.
But I was wholly unprepared for tlie revelation that confronted me.
The tonneau of the car was empty; and,
contrary to my suspicions, there was no sign
of Von Blon. In the front seat were the two
girls. Sibella was on the further side, slumped
down in the corner, her head hanging forward. On her temple was an ugly cut, and a
stream of blood ran down her cheek. At the
wheel sat Ada, glowering at us with cold
ferocity. Heath's flash-light fell directly on her
face, and at first she did not recognize us. But
as her pupils became adjusted to the glare her
gaze concentrated on Vance, and a foul epithet burst from her.
Simultaneously her right hand dropped
from the wheel to the seat beside her, and
when she raised it again it held a small glittering revolver. There was a flash of flame
and a sharp report, followed by a shattering
of glass where the bullet had struck the windshield. Vance had been standing with one foot
on the running-board leaning into the car,
and, as Ada's arm came up with the revolver,
he had snatched her wrist and held it.

"No, my dear," came his drawling voice,
strangely calm and without animosity; "you
sha'n't add me to your list. I was rather expecting that move, don't y' know."
Ada, frustrated in her attempt to shoot
him, hurled herself upon him with savage
fury. Vile abuse and unbelievable blasphemies
poured from her snarling lips. Her wrath,
feral and rampant, utterly possessed her. She
was like a wild animal, cornered and conscious of defeat, yet fighting with a last instinct of hopeless desperation. Vance, however, had secured both her wrists, and could
have broken her arms with a single twist of
his hands; but he treated her almost tenderly,
like a father subduing an infuriated child.
Stepping back quickly he drew her into the
roadway, where she continued her struggles
with renewed violence.
"Come, Sergeant!" Vance spoke with
weary exasperation. "You'd better put handcuffs on her. I don't want to hurt her."
Heath had stood watching the amazing
drama in a state of bewilderment, apparendy
too nonplussed to move. But Vance's voice
awakened him to sharp activity. There were
two metallic clicks, and Ada suddenly relaxed
into a lisdess attitude of sullen tractability.
She leaned panting against the side of the
car as if too weak to stand alone.
Vance bent over and picked up the revolver
which had fallen to the road. With a cursory
glance at it he handed it to Markham.
"There's Chester's gun," he said. Then he
indicated Ada with a pitying movement of
the head. "Take her to your office, Markham
—Van will drive the car. I'll join you there
as soon as I can. I must get Sibella to a hospital."
H e stepped briskly into the Daimler. There
was a shifting of gears, and with a few deft
manipulations he reversed the car in the narrow road.
"And watch her. Sergeant!" he flung back,
as the car darted away toward Ardsley.
I drove Vance's car back to the city. Markham and Heath sat in the rear seat with the
girl between them. Hardly a word was spoken
during the entire hour-and-a-half's ride. Several times I glanced behind me at the silent
trio. Markham and the Sergeant appeared
completely stunned by the surprising truth
that had just been revealed to them. Ada,
huddled between them, sat apathetically with
closed eyes, her head forward. Once I noticed
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that she pressed a handkerchief to her face
with her manacled hands; and I thought I
heard the sound of smothered sobbing. But
I was too nervous to pay any attention. It
took every effort of my will to keep my mind
on my driving.
As I drew up before the Franklin Street
entrance of the Criminal Courts Building and
was about to shut ofl the engine, a startled
exclamation from Heath caused me to release the switch.
"Holy Mother o' God!" I heard him say in
a hoarse voice. Then he thumped me on the
back. "Get to the Beekman Street Hospital
—as quick as hell, Mr. Van Dine. Damn the
traffic lights! Step on it!"
Without looking round I knew what had
happened. I swung the car into Centre Street
again, and fairly raced for the hospital. We
carried Ada into the emergency ward. Heath
bawling loudly for the doctor as we passed
through the door.
It was more than an hour later when Vance
entered the District Attorney's office, where
Markham and Heath and I were waiting. He
glanced quickly round the room and then
looked at our faces.
"I told you to watch her, Sergeant," he
said, sinking into a chair; but there was
neither reproach nor regret in his voice.
None of us spoke. Despite the effect Ada's
suicide had had on us, we were waiting, with
a kind of conscious-stricken anxiety, for news
of the other girl whom all of us, I think, had
vaguely suspected.
Vance understood our silence, and nodded
reassuringly.
"Sibella's all right. I took her to the Trinity
Hospital in Yonkers. A slight concussionAda had struck her with a box-wrench which
was always kept under the front seat. She'll
be out in a few days. I registered her at the
hospital as Mrs. Von Blon, and then phoned
her husband. I caught him at home, and he
hurried out. He's with her now. Incidentally,
the reason we didn't reach him at Mrs. Riglander's is because he stopped at the office for
his medicine-case. That delay saved Sibella's
life. Otherwise, I doubt if we'd have reached
her before Ada had run her over the precipice in the machine."
He drew deeply on his cigarette for a moment. Then he lifted his eyebrows to Markham.
"Cyanide of potassium.?"
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Markham gave a slight start.
"Yes—or so the doctor thinks. There was
a bitter-almond odor on her lips." He shot
his head forward angrily. "But if you
knew
"
"Oh, I wouldn't have stopped it in any
case," interrupted Vance. "I discharged my
wholly mythical duty to the State when I
warned the Sergeant. However, I didn't know
at the time. Von Blon just gave me the information. When I told him what had happened I asked him if he had ever lost any
other poisons—you see, I couldn't imagine
any one planning so devilish and hazardous
an exploit as the Greene murders without
preparing for the eventuality of failure. He
told me he'd missed a tablet of cyanide from
his dark-room about three months ago. And
when I jogged his memory he recalled that
Ada had been poking round there and asking
questions a few days before. The one cyanide
tablet was probably all she dared take at the
time; so she kept it for herself in case of an
emergency."*
"What I want to know, Mr. Vance," said
Heath, "is how she worked this scheme. Was
there any one else in on the deal?"
"No, Sergeant. Ada planned and executed
every part of it."
"I5ut how, in God's name
?"
Vance held up his hand.
"It's all very simple. Sergeant—once you
have the key. What rnisled us was the fiendish cleverness and audacity of the plot. But
there's no longer any need to speculate about
it. I have a printed and bound explanation of
everything that happened. And it's not a fictional or speculative explanation. It's actual
criminal history, garnered and recorded by
the greatest expert on the subject the world
has yet known—^Doctor Hans Gross, of Vienna."
He rose and took up his coat.
"I phoned Currie from the hospital, and he
has a belated dinner waiting for all of us.
When we have eaten, I'll present you with a
reconstruction and exposition of the entire
case."
* As I learned later. Doctor Von Blon, who was
an ardent amateur photographer, often used halfgramme tablets of cyanide of potassium; and there
had been three of them in his dark-room when Ada
had called. Several days later, when preparing to
redevelop a plate, he could find only two, but had
thought little of the loss until questioned by Vance.
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THE G R E E N E M U R D E R
XXVI
THE ASTOUNDING TRUTH

(Monday, December / j ; / / p. tn.)

"As you know, Markham," Vance began,
when we were seated about the library fire
late that night, "I finally succeeded in putting
together the items of my summary in such
a way that I could see plainly who the murderer was.* Once I had found the basic pattern, every detail fitted perfecdy into a plastic
whole. The technic of the crimes, however,
remained obscure; so I asked you to send for
the books in Tobias's library—I was sure
they would tell me what I wanted to know.
First, I went through Gross's 'Handbuch
fur Untersuchungsrichter,' which I regarded
as the most likely source of information. It is
an amazing treatise, Markham. It covers the
entire field of the history and science of crime;
and, in addition, is a compendium of criminal
technic, citing specific cases and containing
detailed explanations and diagrams. Small
wonder it is the world's standard cyclopaedia
on its subject. As I read it, I found what I
was looking for. Ada had copied every act of
hers, every method, every device, every detail, from its pages—from actual criminal Tiistory! We are hardly to be blamed for our inability to combat her schemes; for it was not
she alone who was deceiving us; it was the
accumulated experience of hundreds of
shrewd criminals before her, plus the analytic
science of the world's greatest criminologist—
Doctor Hans Gross."
H e paused to light another cigarette.
"But even when I had found the explanation of her crimes," he continued, "I felt that
there was something lacking, some fundamental penchant—the thing that made this
orgy of horror possible and gave viability, so
to speak, to her operations. We knew nothing
of Ada's early life or of her progenitors and
inherited instincts; and without that knowledge the crimes, despite their clear logic, were
incredible. Consequendy, my next step was to
* I later asked Vance to rearrange the items for
me in the order of his final sequence. The distribution, which told him the truth, was as follows: 3, 4,
44, 92,9,6, 2, 47, I, 5, 32, 31, 98, 8, 81, 84, 82, 7,
10, I I , 6 i , 15, 16, 93, 33, 94, 76, 75, 48, 17, 38,
55. 54. 18, 39, 56, 41, 42, 28, 43, 58, 59, 83, 74,
40, 12, 34, 13, 14, 37, 22, 23, 35, 36, 19, 73, 26,
20, 21, 45, 25, 46, 27, 29, 30, 57, 77, 24, 78, 79,
51. 50, 5Z, 53, 49, 95, 80, 85, 86, 87, 88, 60, 62,
64, 63, 66, 65, 96, 89, 67, 71, 69, 68, 70, 97, 90,
91. 72-
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verify Ada's psychological and environmental
sources. I had had a suspicion from the first
that she was Frau Mannheim's daughter. But
even when I verified this fact I couldn't see
its bearing on the case. It was obvious, from
our interview with Frau Mannheim, that
Tobias and her husband had been in shady
deals together in the old days; and she later
admitted to me that her husband had died
thirteen years ago, in October, at New Orleans after a year's illness in a hospital. She
also said, as you may recall, that she had seen
Tobias a year prior to her husband's death.
This would have been fourteen years ago—
just the time Ada was adopted by Tobias.*
I thought there might be some connection between Mannheim and the crimes, and I even
toyed with the idea that Sproot was Mannheim, and that a dirty thread of blackmail ran
through the situation. So I decided to investigate. My mysterious trip last week was
to New Orleans; and there I had no difficulty
in learning the truth. By looking up the death
records for October thirteen years ago, I discovered that Mannheim had been in an asylum for the criminally insane for a year preceding his death. And from the police I ascertained something of his record. Adolph
Mannheim—Ada's father—was, it seems, a
famous German criminal and murderer, who
had been sentenced to death, but had escaped
from the penitentiary at Stuttgart and come
to America. I have a suspicion that the departed Tobias was, in some way, mixed up in
that escape. But whether or not I wrong him,
the fact remains that Ada's father was homicidal and a professional criminal. And therein
lies the explanat'ry background of her actions. . . ."
"You mean she was crazy like her old
m a n ? " asked Heath.
"No, Sergeant. I merely mean that the potentialities of criminality had been handed
down to her in her blood. When the motive
for the crimes became powerful, her inherited instincts asserted themselves."
* We later learned from Mrs. Mannheim that
Mannheim had once saved Tobias Greene from
criminal prosecution by taking upon himself the
entire blame of one of Tobias's shadiest extra-legal
transactions; and had exacted from Tobias the promise that he would adopt Ada and care for her in
event of his own death or incarceration. Also, I
imagine that Tobias, in his youth, was sentimentally
interested in Mrs. Mannheim; but there is, of course,
no proof of such an attachment.
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"But mere money," put in Markham,
"seems hardly a strong enough motive to
inspire such atrocities as hers."
"It wasn't money alone that inspired her.
The real motive went much deeper. Indeed,
it was perhaps the most powerful of all human motives—a strange, terrible combination of hate and love and jealousy and a desire for freedom. T o begin with, she was the
Cinderella in that abnormal Greene family,
looked down upon, treated like a servant,
made to spend her time caring for a nagging
invalid, and forced—as Sibella put it—to
earn her livelihood. Can you not see her for
fourteen years brooding over this treatment,
nourishing her resentment, absorbing the
poison about her, and coming at length to
despise every one in that household.? That
alone would have been enough to awaken
her congenital instincts. One almost wonders
that she did not break forth long before. But
another equally potent element entered the
situation. She fell in love with Von Blon—a
natural thing for a girl in her position to do
—and then learned that Sibella had won his
affections. She either knew or strongly suspected that they were married; and her normal hatred of her sister was augmented by a
vicious and eroding jealousy. . . .
"Now, Ada was the only member of the
family who, according to the terms of old
Tobias's will, was not compelled to live on
the estate in event of marriage; and in this
fact she saw a chance to snatch all the things
she craved and at the same time to rid herself of the persons against whom her whole
passionate nature cried out in deadly hatred.
She calculated to get rid of the family, inherit the Greene millions, and set her cap for
Von Blon. There was vengeance, too, as a
motivating factor in all this; but I'm inclined
to think the amatory phase of the affair was
the prim'ry actuating force in the series of
horrors she later perpetrated. It gave her
strength and courage; it lifted her into that
ecstatic realm where anything seemed possible, and where she was willing to pay any
price for the desired end. And there is one
point I might recall parenthetically—you remember that Barton, the younger maid, told
us how Ada sometimes acted like a devil and
used vile language. That fact should have
given me a hint; but who could have taken
Barton seriously at that stage of the game.? . . .
" T o trace the origin of her diabolical
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scheme we must first consider the locked library. Alone in the house, bored, resentful,
tied down—it was inevitable that this pervertedly romantic child should play Pandora.
She had every opportunity of securing the key
and having a duplicate made; and so the library became her retreat, her escape from the
gruelling, monotonous routine of her existence. There she ran across those books on
criminology. They appealed to her, not only
as a vicious oudet for her smouldering, repressed hatred, but because they struck a responsive chord in her tainted nature. Eventually she came upon Gross's great manual,
and thus found the entire technic of crime
laid out before her, with diagrams and examples—not a handbook for examining magistrates, but a guide for a potential murderer!
Slowly the idea of her gory orgy took shape.
At first perhaps she only imagined, as a means
of self-gratification, the application of this
technic of murder to those she hated. But
after a time, no doubt, the conception became
real. She saw its practical possibilities; and the
terrible plot was formulated. She created this
horror, and then, with her diseased imagination, she came to believe in it. Her plausible
stories to us, her superb acting, her clever deceptions—all were part of this horrible fantasy she had engendered. That book of
Grimm's 'Fairy-Tales'!—I should have understood. Y' see, it wasn't histrionism altogether on her part; it was a kind of demoniac
possession. She lived her dream. Many young
girls are like that under the stress of ambition
and hatred. Constance Kent completely deceived the whole of Scotland Yard into believing in her innocence."
Vance smoked a moment thoughtfully.
"It's curious how we instinctively close our
eyes to the truth when history is filled with
substantiating examples of the very thing we
are contemplating. The annals of crime contain numerous instances of girls in Ada's position who have been guilty of atrocious
crimes. Besides the famous case of Constance
Kent, there were, for example, Marie Boyer,
and Madeleine Smith, and Grete Beyer.* I
wonder if we'd have suspected them
"
* An account of the cases of Madeleine Smith and
Constance Kent may be found in Edmund Lester
Pearson's "Murder at Smutty Nose"; and a record
of Marie Boyer's case is included in H. B. Irving's
"A Book of Remarkable Criminals." Grete Beyer
was the last woman to be publicly executed in Germany.
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"Keep to the present, Vance," interposed
Markham impatiently. "You sayAda took all
her ideas from Gross. But Gross's handbook
is written in German. How did you know
she spoke German well enough
?"
"That Sunday when I went to the house
with Van I inquired of Ada if Sibella spoke
German. I put my questions in such a way
that she could not answer without telling me
whether or not she, too, knew German well;
and she even used a typical German locution
—'Sibella speaks very well German'—showing that that language was almost insdnctive
with her. Incidentally, I wanted her to think
that I suspected Sibella, so that she would
not hasten matters until I returned from
New Orleans. I knew that as long as Sibella
was in Adantic City she was safe from Ada."
"But what I want to know," put in Heath,
"is how she killed Rex when she was sitting
in Mr. Markham's office."
"Let us take things in order. Sergeant,"
answered Vance. "Julia was killed first because she was the manager of the establishment. With her out of the way, Ada would
have a free hand. And, another thing, the
death of Juha at the start fitted best into the
scheme she had oudined; it gave her the most
plausible setting for staging the attempted
murder on herself. Ada had undoubtedly
heard some mention of Chester's revolver,
and after she had secured it she waited for
the opportunity to strike the first blow. The
propitious circumstances fell on the night of
November 8; and at half past eleven, when
the house was asleep, she knocked on Julia's
door. She was admitted, and doubdess sat on
the edge of Julia's bed telling some story to
explain her late visit. Then she drew the gun
from under her dressing-gown and shot Julia
through the heart. Back in her own bedroom,
with the lights on, she stood before the large
mirror of the dressing-table, and, holding
the gun in her right hand, placed it against
her left shoulder-blade at an oblique angle.
The mirror and the lights were essential, for
she could thus see exactiy where to point the
muzzle of the revolver. AH this occupied the
three-minute interval between the shots. Then
she pulled the trigger
"
"But a girl shooting herself as a fake!" objected Heath. "It ain't natural."
"But Ada wasn't natural. Sergeant. None
of the plot was natural. That was why I was
so anxious to look up her family history. But

as to shooting herself; that was quite logical
when one considers her true character. And,
as a matter of fact, there was littie or no
danger attaching to it. The gun was on a
hair-trigger, and litde pressure was needed to
discharge it. A slight flesh wound was the
worst she had to fear. Moreover, history is
full of cases of self-mutilation where the object to be gained was far smaller than what
Ada was after. Gross is full of them. . . . "
He took up Volume I of the "Handbuch
fiir Untersuchungsrichter," which lay on the
table beside him, and opened it at a marked

page.
"Listen to this, Sergeant. I'll translate the
passage roughly as I read: 'It is not uncommon to find people who inflict wounds on
themselves; such are, besides persons pretending to be the victims of assaults with deadly
weapons, those who try to extort damages or
blackmail. Thus it often happens that, after
an insignificant scuffle, one of the combatants
shows wounds which he pretends to have received. It is characteristic of these voluntary
mutilations that most frequently those who
perform them do not quite complete the operation, and^ that they are for the most part
people who manifest excessive piety, or lead a
solitary life.'* . . . And surely. Sergeant, you
are familiar with the self-mutilation of soldiers to escape service. The most common
method used by them is to place their hand
over the muzzle of the gun and blow their
fingers off."
Vance closed the book.
"And don't forget that the girl was hopeless, desperate, and unhappy, with everything
to win and nothing to lose. She would probably have committed suicide if she had not
worked out the plan of the murders. A superficial wound in the shoulder meant littie to
her in view of what she was to gain by it.
And women have an almost infinite capacity
* "Selbstverletzungen kommen nicht selten vor;
abgesehen von solchen bei fingierten Raubanfallen,
stosst man auf sie dann, wenn Entschadigungen
erpresst werden sollen; so geschieht es, dass nach
einer harmlosen Balgerei einer der Kampfenden mit
Verletzungen auftritt, die er damals eriitten haben
will. Kenndich sind solche Selbstverstiimmelungen
daran, dass die Betreffenden meistens die Operation
wegen der grossen Schmerzen nicht ganz zu Ende
fiihren, und dass es meistens Leute mit iibertrieben
pietistischer Farbung und mehr einsamen Lebenswandels sind."—H. Gross, "Handbuch fur Untersuchungsrichter als System der Kriminalistik," I, pp.
32-34-
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for self-immolation. With Ada, it was part of
her abnormal condition.—No, Sergeant; the
self-shooting was perfectly consistent in the
circumstances. . . ."
"But in the back!" Heath looked dumbfounded. "That's what gets me. Whoever
heard
.?"
"Just a moment." Vance took up Volume
II of the "Handbuch" and opened it to a
marked page. "Gross, for instance, has heard
of many such cases—in fact, they're quite
common on the Continent. And his record of
them indubitably gave Ada the idea for shooting herself in the back. Here's a single paragraph culled from many pages of similar
cases: 'That you should not be deceived by
the seat of the wound is proved by the following two cases. In the Vienna Prater a man
\illed himself in the presence of several people by shooting himself in the bac\ of the
head with a revolver. Without the testimony
of several witnesses nobody would have accepted the theory of suicide. A soldier \illed
himself by a shot with his military rifle
through the bac\, by fixing the rifle in a certain position and then lying down over it.
Here again the position of the wound seemed
to exclude the theory of suicide.' "*
"Wait a minute!" Heath heaved himself
forward and shook his cigar at Vance. "What
about the gun.? Sproot entered Ada's room
right after the shot was fired, and there
wasn't no sign of a gun!"
Vance, without answering, merely turned
the pages of Gross's "Handbuch" to where
another marker protruded, and began translating:
" 'Early one morning the authorities were
informed that the corpse of a murdered man
had been found. At the spot indicated the
body was discovered of a grain merchant,
A. M., supposed to be a well-to-do man, face
downward with a gunshot wound behind
the ear. The bullet, after passing through the
brain, had lodged in the frontal bone above
* "Dass man sich durch den Sitz der Wunde niemals tauschen lassen darf, beweisen zwei Falle. Im
Wiener Prater hatte sich ein Mann in Gegenwart
mehrerer Personen getotet, indem er sich mit einem
Revolver in den Hinterkopf schoss. Waren nicht die
Aussagen der Zeugen vorgelegen, hatte wohl kaum
jemand an einen Selbstmord gcglaubt. Ein Soldat
totete sich durch einen in den Riicken gehenden
Schuss aus einem Militargewehr, iiber das er nach
entsprcchcnder Fixicrung sich gelegt hatte; auch hier
ware aus dem Sitz der Wunde wohl kaum auf Selbstmord geschlossen worden."—Ibid., 11, p. 843.
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the left eye. The place where the corpse was
found was in the middle of a bridge over a
deep stream, fust when the inquiry was concluding and the corpse was about to be removed for the post mortem, the investigating
officer observed quite by chance that on the
decayed wooden parapet of the bridge, almost
opposite to the spot where the corpse lay,
there was a small but perfectly fresh dent
which appeared to have been caused by a violent blow on the upper edge of the parapet of
a hard and angular object. He immediately
suspected that the dent had some connection
with the murder. Accordingly he determined
to drag the bed of the stream below the
bridge, when almost immediately there was
picked up a strong cord about fourteen feet
long with a large stone at one end and at the
other a discharged pistol, the barrel of which
fitted exactly the bullet extracted from the
head of A. M. The case was thus evidently
one of suicide. A. M. had hung the stone over
the parapet of the bridge and discharged the
pistol behind his ear. The moment he fired
he let go the pistol, which the weight of the
stone dragged over the parapet into the
water,'* . . . Does that answer your question.
Sergeant.?"
* "Es vvurde zeitlich morgens dem UR. die Meldung von der AufEndung eines 'Ermordeten' iiberbracht. An Ort und Stelle fand sich der Leichnam
eines fiir wohlhabend geltenden Getreidehandlers M.,
auf dem Gesichte liegend, mit einer Schusswunde
hinter dem rechten Ohre. Die Kugel war uber dem
linken Auge im Stirnknochen stecken geblieben, nachdem sie das Gehirn durchdrungen hatte. Die Fundstelle der Leiche befand sich etwa in der Mitte einer
iiber einen ziemlich tiefen Fluss fiihrenden Briicke.
Am Schlusse der Lokalerhebungen und als die Leiche
eben zur Obduktion fortgebracht werden soUte, fiel
es dem UR. zufallig auf, dass das (holzerne und wettergraue) Briickengelander an der Stelle, wo auf dem
Boden der Leichnam lag, eine kleine und sichtlich
ganz frische Beschadigung aufwies, so als ob man
dort (am oberen Rande) mit einem harten, kantigen
Korper heftig angestossen ware. Der Gedanke, dass
dieser Umstand mit dem Morde in Zusammenhang
stehe, war nicht gut von der Hand zu weisen. Ein
Kahn war bald zur Stelle und am Briickenjoche
befestigt; nun wurde vom Kahne aus (unter der
fraglichen Stelle) der Flussgrund mit Rechen an
langen Stielen sorgfaltig abgesucht. Nach kurzer
Arbeit kam wirklich etwas Seltsames zutage: eine
etwa 4 m lange starke Schnur, an deren einem Ende
ein grosser Feldstein, an deren anderem Ende eine
abgeschossene Pistole befestigt war, in deren Lauf die
spater aus dem Kopfe des M. genommene Kugel
genau passte. Nun war die Sache klarer Selbstmord;
der Mann hatte sich mit der aufgefundenen Vorrichtung auf die Briicke begeben, den Stein iiber das
Briickengelander gehangt und sich die Kugel hinter
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Heath stared at him with gaping eyes.
"You mean her gun went outa the window
the same Hke that guy's gun went over the
bridge?"
"There can be no doubt about it. There
was no other place for the gun to go. The
window, I learned from Sproot, was open a
foot, and Ada stood before the window when
she shot herself. Returning from JuUa's room
she attached a cord to the revolver with a
weight of some kind on the other end, and
hung the weight out of the window. When
her hand released the weapon it was simply
drawn over the sill and disappeared in the
drift of soft snow on the balcony steps. And
there is where the importance of the weather
came in. Ada's plan needed an unusual
amount of snow; and the night of November
8 was ideal for her grisly purpose."
"My God, Vance!" Markham's tone was
strained and unnatural. "This thing begins to
sound more like a fantastic nightmare than a
reality."
"Not only was it a reality, Markham,"
said Vance gravely, "but it was an actual
duplication of reality. It had all been done before and duly recorded in Gross's treatise,
with names, dates, and details."
"Hell! No wonder we couldn't find the
gun." Heath spoke with awed disgust. "And
what about the footprints, Mr. Vance.? I suppose she faked 'em all."
"Yes, Sergeant—with Gross's minute instructions and the footprint forgeries of many
famous criminals to guide her, she faked
them. As soon as it had stopped snowing that
night she slipped down-stairs, put on a pair
of Chester's discarded galoshes, and walked
to the front gate and back. Then she hid the
galoshes in the library."
Vance turned once more to Gross's manual.
"There's everything here that one could
possibly want to know about the making and
detection of footprints, and—what is more to
the point—about the manufacturing of footprints in shoes too large for one's feet.—Let
me translate a short passage: 'The criminal
dem rechten Ohre ins Him gejagt. Als er getroffen
war, liess er die Pistole infolge des durch den Stein
bewirkten Zuges aus und diese wurde von dem
schweren Steine an der Schnur iiber das Gelander
und in das Wasser gezogen. Hierbei hatte die Pistole,
als sie das Gelander passierte, heftig an dieses angeschlagen und die betreffende Verletzung erzeugt."
—Ibid., 11, pp. 834-836.

may intend to cast suspicion upon another
person, especially if he foresees that suspicion
may fall upon himself. In this case he produces clear footprints which, so to spea\, leap
to the eyes, by wearing shoes which differ
essentially from his own. One may often in
this way, as has been proved by numerous experiments, produce footprints which deceive
perfectly.'* . . . And here at the end of the
paragraph Gross refers specifically to galoshesf—a fact which very likely gave Ada
her inspiration to use Chester's overshoes. She
was shrewd enough to profit by the suggestions in this passage."
"And she was shrewd enough to hoodwink
all of us when we questioned her," commented Markham bitterly.
"True. But that was because she had a
folic de grandeur, and lived the story. Moreover, it was all based on fact; its details were
grounded in reality. Even the shufHing sound
she said she heard in her room was an imaginative projection of the actual shufHing
sound she made when she walked in Chester's huge galoshes. Also, her own shufHing,
no doubt, suggested to her how Mrs. Greene's
footsteps would have sounded had the old
lady regained the use of her legs. And I imagine it was Ada's original purpose to cast a
certain amount of suspicion on Mrs. Greene
from the very beginning. But Sibella's attitude during that first interview caused her to
change her tactics. As I see it, Sibella was suspicious of litde sister, and talked the situation
over with Chester, who may also have had
misgivings about Ada. You remember his
sub-rosa chat with Sibella when he went to
summon her to the drawing-room. H e was
probably informing her that he hadn't yet
made an accusation against Ada, and was advising her to go easy until there was some
specific proof. Sibella evidently agreed, and
refrained from any direct charge until Ada,
in telling her grotesque fairy-tale about the in* "Die Absicht kann dahin gehen, den Verdacht
von sich auf jemand anderen zu walzen, was namentlich dann Sinn hat, wenn der Tater schon im
voraus annehmen durfte, dass sich der Verdacht auf
ihn lenken werde. In diesem Falle erzeugt er recht
auffallende, deutliche Spuren und zwar mit angezogenen Schuhen, die von den seinigen sich wesentlich
unterscheiden. Man kann, wie angestellte Versuche
beweisen, in dieser Weise recht gute Spuren erzeugea."-^Ihid., II, p. 667.
t "Uber Gummiiiberschuhe und Galoschen s.
Loock; Chem. u. Phot, bei Krim. Forschungen: Diisseldorf, II, p. =,6."—lhid., II, p. 668.
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truder, rather implied it was a woman's hand
that had touched her in the dark. That was
too much for Sibella, who thought Ada was
referring to her; and she burst forth with her
accusation, despite its seeming absurdity. The
amazing thing about it was that it happened
to be the truth. She named the murderer and
stated a large part of the motive before any
of us remotely guessed the truth, even though
she did back down and change her mind
when the inconsistency of it was pointed out
to her. And she really did see Ada in Chester's room looking for the revolver."
Markham nodded.
"It's astonishing. But after the accusation,
when Ada knew that Sibella suspected her,
why didn't she kill Sibella next?"
"She was too canny. It would have tended
to give weight to Sibella's accusation. Oh,
Ada played her hand perfecdy."
"Go on with the story, sir," urged Heath,
intolerant of these side issues.
"Very well. Sergeant." Vance shifted more
comfortably into his chair. "But first we must
revert to the weather; for the weather ran like
a sinister motif through all that followed. The
second night after Julia's death it was quite
warm, and the snow had melted considerably.
That was the night chosen by Ada to retrieve
the gun. A wound like hers rarely keeps one
in bed over forty-eight hours; and Ada was
well enough on Wednesday night to slip into
a coat, step out on the balcony, and walk
down the few steps to where the gun lay hidden. She merely brought it back and took it
to bed with her—-the last place any one would
have thought to look for it. Then she waited
padently for the snow to fall again—which
it did the next night, stopping, as you may remember, about eleven o'clock. The stage was
set. The second act of the tragedy was about
to begin. . . .
"Ada rose quietly, put on her coat, and
went down to the library. Getting into the galoshes, she again walked to the front gate and
back. Then she went directly up-stairs so that
her tracks would show on the marble steps,
and hid the galoshes temporarily in the linencloset. That was the shuffling sound and the
closing door that Rex heard a few minutes
before Chester was shot. Ada, you recall, told
us afterward she had heard nothing; but
when we repeated Rex's story to her she became frightened and conveniendy remembered having heard a door close. My word!
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That was a ticklish moment for her. But
she certainly carried it off well. And I can
now understand her obvious relief when we
showed her the pattern of the footprints and
let her think we believed the murderer came
from outside. . . . Well, after she had removed
the galoshes and put them in the linen-closet,
she took off her coat, donned a dressinggown, and went to Chester's room—probably
opened the door without knocking, and went
in with a friendly greeting. I picture her as
sitting on the arm of Chester's chair, or the
edge of the desk, and then, in the midst of
some trivial remark, drawing the revolver,
placing it against his breast, and pulling the
trigger before he had time to recover from his
horrified astonishment. He moved instinctively, though, just as the weapon exploded
—which would account for the diagonal
course of the bullet. Then Ada returned
quickly to her own room and got into bed.
Thus was another chapter written in the
Greene tragedy."
"Did it strike you as strange," asked Markham, "that Von Blon was not at his office
during the commission of either of the
crimes.?"
"At first—yes. But, after all, there was
nothing unusual in the fact that a doctor
should have been out at that time of night."
"It's easy enough to see how Ada got rid
of Julia and Chester," grumbled Heath. "But
what stops me is how she murdered Rex."
"Really, y' know. Sergeant," returned
Vance, "that trick of hers shouldn't cause you
any perplexity. I'll never forgive myself for
not having guessed it long ago,—Ada certainly gave us enough clews to work on. But, before I describe it to you, let me recall a certain
architectural detail of the Greene mansion.
There is a Tudor fireplace, with carved
wooden panels, in Ada's room, and another
fireplace — a dupHcate of Ada's — in Rex's
room; and these two fireplaces are back to
back on the same wall. The Greene house, as
you know, is very old, and at some time in
the past—perhaps when the fireplaces were
built—an aperture was made between the two
rooms, running from one of the panels in
Ada's mantel to the corresponding panel in
Rex's mantel. This miniature tunnel is about
six inches square—the exact size of the panels
—and a littie over two feet long, or the depth
of the two mantels and the wall. It was originally used, I imagine, for private communica-
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tion between the two rooms. But that point is
immaterial. The fact remains that such a shaft
exists—I verified it to-night on my way downtown from the hospital. I might also add that
the panel at either end of the shaft is on a
spring hinge, so that when it is opened and
released it closes automatically, snapping back
into place without giving any indication that
it is anything more than a solid part of the
woodwork
"
"I get you!" exclaimed Heath, with the
excitement of satisfaction. "Rex was shot by
the old man-killing safe idea: the burglar
opens the safe door and gets a bullet in his
head from a stationary gun."
"Exactly. And the same device has been
used in scores of murders. In the early days
out West an enemy would go to a rancher's
cabin during the tenant's absence, hang a
shotgun from the ceiling over the door, and
tie one end of a string to the trigger and the
other end to the latch. When the rancher returned—perhaps days later—his brains would
be blown out as he entered his cabin; and the
murderer would, at the time, be in another
part of the country."
"Sure!" The Sergeant's eyes sparkled.
"There was a shooting like that in Atlanta
two years ago—Boscomb was the name of
the murdered man. And in Richmond, Virginia"There have been many instances of it.
Sergeant. Gross quotes two famous Austrian
cases, and also has something to say about
this method in general."
Again he opened the "Handbuch."
"On page 943 Gross remarks: 'The latest
American safety devices have nothing to do
tvith the safe itself, and can in fact be used
with any receptacle. They act through chemicals or automatic firing devices, and their object is to ma\e the presence of a human being who illegally opens the safe impossible on
physical grounds. The judicial question would
have to be decided whether one is legally entitled to I{ill a burglar without further ado
or damage his health. However, a burglar in
Berlin in 1^02 was shot through the forehead
by a self-shooter attached to a safe in an exporting house. This style of self-shooter has
also been used by murderers. A mechanic, G.
Z., attached a pistol in a china-closet, fastening the trigger to the catch, and thus shot his
wife when he himself was in another city.
R. C, a merchant of Budapest, fastened a re-

volver in a humidor belonging to his brother,
which, when the lid was opened, fired and
sent a bullet into his brother's abdomen. The
explosion ferhed the box from the table, and
thus exposed the mechanism before the merchant had a chance to remove it.'* . . . In
both these latter cases Gross gives a detailed
description of the mechanisms employed. And
it will interest you. Sergeant—in view of
what I am about to tell you—to know that
the revolver in the china-closet was held in
place by a Stiefel\necht, or bootjack."
He closed the volume but held it on his

lap.
"There, unquestionably, is where Ada got
the suggestion for Rex's murder. She and
Rex had probably discovered the hidden passageway between their rooms years ago. I imagine that as children—they were about the
same age, don't y' know—they used it as a
secret means of correspondence. This would
account for the name by which they both
knew it—'our private mail-box.' And, given
this knowledge between Ada and Rex, the
method of the murder becomes perfecdy clear.
To-night I found an old-fashioned bootjack
in Ada's clothes-closet—probably taken from
Tobias's library. Its width, overall, was just
six inches, and it was a litde less than two
feet long—it fitted perfectly into the communicating cupboard. Ada, following Gross's
diagram, pressed the handle of the gun tighdy
between the tapering claws of the bootjack,
* "Die neuesten amerikanischen Schutzvorrichtungen haben direkt mit der Kasse selbst nichts zu tun
und konnen eigentlich an jedem Behalmisse angebracht werden. Sie bestehen aus chemischen Schutzmitteln oder Selbstschussen, und woUen die Anwesenheit eines Menschen, der den Schrank unbefugt geoffnet hat, .aus sanitaren oder sonst pliysischen Griinden
unmoglich machen. Auch die juristische Seite der
Frage ist zu erwagen, da man den Einbrecher doch
nicht ohne weiteres toten oder an der Gesundheit
schadigen darf. Nichtsdestovveniger wurde im Jahre
1902 ein Einbrecher in Berlin durch einen solchen
Selbstschuss in die Stirne getotet, der an die Panzertiire einer Kasse befestigt war. Derartige Selbstschiisse wurden auch zu Morden verwendet; der
Mechaniker G. Z. stellte einen Revolver in einer
Kredenz auf, verband den Drucker mit der Tiire
durch eine Schnur und erschoss auf diese Art seine
Frau, wahrend er tatsachlich von seinem Wohnorte
abwesend war. R. C. ein Budapester Kaufmann
befestigte in einem, seinem Bruder gehorigen Zigarrenkasten, eine Pistole, die beim Offnen des Deckels
seinen Bruder durch einen Unterleibsschuss totlich
verletzte. Der Riickschlag warf die Kiste von ihrem
Standort, sodass der Mordermechanismus zu Tage
trat, ehe R. C. denselben bei Seite schaffen konnte."
—Ibid., II, p. 943.
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which would have held it like a vise; then
tied a string to the trigger, and attached the
other end to the inside of Rex's panel, so that
when the panel was opened wide the revolver,
being on a hair-trigger, would discharge
straight along the shaft and inevitably kill
any one looking into the opening. When Rex
fell with a bullet in his forehead the panel
flapped back into place on its spring hinge;
and a second later there was no
visible evidence whatever pointing
to the origin of the shot. And here
we also have the explanation for
Rex's calm expression of unawareness. When Ada returned with us
from the District Attorney's office,
she went direcdy to her room, removed the gun and the bootjack,
hid them in her closet, and came
down to the drawing-room to report the foot-tracks on her carpet
—foot-tracks she herself had made
before leaving the house. It was
just before she came down-stairs,
by the way, that she stole the morphine and strychnine from Von
Blon's case."
"But, my God, Vance!" said
Markham. "Suppose her mechanism had failed to work. She
would have been in for it then."
"I hardly think so. If, by any remote chance, die trap had not operated oi: Rex
had recovered, she could easily have put the
blame on some one else. She had merely to
say she had secreted the diagram in the chute
and that this other person had prepared the
trap later on. There would have been no proof
of her having set the gun."
"What about that diagram, sir?" asked
Heath.
For answer Vance again took up the second
volume of Gross and, opening it, extended it
toward us. On the right-hand page were a
number of curious line-drawings, which I reproduce here.
"There are the three stones, and the parrot,
and the heart, and even your arrow. Sergeant.
They're all criminal graphic symbols; and
Ada simply udlizcd them in her description.
The story of her finding the paper in the hall
was a pure fabrication, but she knew it would
pique our curiosity. The truth is, I suspected
the paper of being faked by some one, for it
evidentiy contained the signs of several types
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of criminal, and the symbols were meaninglessly jumbled. I rather imagined it was a
false clew deliberately placed in the hall for us
to find—like the footprints; but I certainly
didn't suspect Ada of having made up the
tale. Now, however, as I look back at the
episode it strikes me as deuced queer that she
shouldn't have brought so apparentiy significant a paper to the office. Her failure to do so

was neither logical nor reasonable; and I
ought to have been suspicious. But—my
word!—what was one illogical item more or
less in such a melange of inconsistencies.? As
it happened, her decoy worked beautifully,
and gave her the opportunity to telephone
Rex to look into the chute. But it didn't really
matter. If the scheme had fallen through that
morning, it would have been successful later
on. Ada was highly persevering."
"You think then," put in Markham, "that
Rex really heard the shot in Ada's room that
first night, and confided in her?"
"Undoubtedly. That part of her story was
true enough. I'm inclined to think that Rex
heard the shot and had a vague idea Mrs.
Greene had fired it. Being rather close to his
mother temperamentally, he said nothing.
Later he voiced his suspicions to Ada; and
that confession gave her the idea for killing
him—or, rather, for perfecting the technic she
had already decided on; for Rex would have
been shot through the secret cupboard in any
'Jif-i»
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event. But Ada now saw a way o£ establishing
a perfect alibi for the occasion; although even
her idea of being actually with the police
when the shot was fired was not original. In
Gross's chapter on alibis there is much suggestive material along that line."
Heath sucked his teeth wonderingly.
"I'm glad I don't run across many of her
kind," he remarked.
"She was her father's daughter," said
Vance. "But too much credit should not be
given her. Sergeant. She had a printed and
diagrammed guide for everything. There was
litde for her to do but follow instructions and
keep her head. And as for Rex's murder,
don't forget that, although she was actually
in Mr. Markham's office at the time of the
shooting, she personally engineered the entire
coup. Think back. She refused to let either
you or Mr. Markham come to the house, and
insisted upon visiting the ofHce. Once there,
she told her story and suggested that Rex be
summoned immediately. She even went so far
as to plead with us to call him by phone.
Then, when we had complied, she quickly informed us of the mysterious diagram, and offered to tell Rex exactly where she had hidden
it, so he could bring it with him. And we sat
there calmly, listening to her send Rex to his
death! Her actions at the Stock Exchange
should have given me a hint; but I confess I
was particularly blind that morning. She was
in a state of high nervous excitement; and
when she broke down and sobbed on Mr.
Markham's desk after he had told her of
Rex's death, her tears were quite real—only,
they were not for Rex; they were the reaction
from that hour of terrific tension."
"I begin to understand why no ont upstairs heard the shot," said Markham. "The
revolver detonating in the wall, as it were,
would have been almost completely muffled.
But why should Sproot have heard it so distinctly down-stairs.?"
"You remember there was a fireplace in the
living-room directly beneath Ada's—Chester
once told us it was rarely lighted because it
wouldn't draw properly—and Sproot was in
the butler's pantry just beyond. The sound
of the report went downward through the
flue and, as a result, was heard plainly on the
lower floor."
"You said a minute ago, Mr. Vance," argued Heath, "that Rex maybe suspected the
old lady. Then why should he have accused

Von Blon the way he did that day he had
a fit.?"
"The accusation primarily, I think, was a
sort of instinctive effort to drive the idea of
Mrs. Greene's guilt from his own mind. Then
again, as Von Blon explained. Rex was frightened after you had questioned him about the
revolver, and wanted to divert suspicion from
himself."
"Get on with the story of Ada's plot,
Vance." This time it was Markham who was
impatient,
"The rest seems pretty obvious, don't y'
know. It was unquestionably Ada who was
listening at the library door the afternoon we
were there. She realized we had found the
books and galoshes; and she had to think fast.
So, when we came out, she told us the dramatic yarn of having seen her mother walking, which was sheer moonshine. She had run
across those books on paralysis, d' ye see, and
they had suggested to her the possibility of
focussing suspicion on Mrs. Greene—the
chief object of her hate. It is probably true,
as Von Blon said, that the two books do not
deal with actual hysterical paralysis and somnambulism, but they no doubt contain references to these types of paralysis. I rather think
Ada had intended all along to kill the old
lady last and have it appear as the suicide of
the murderer. But the proposed examination
by Oppenheimer changed all that. She learned
of the examination when she heard Von Blon
apprise Mrs. Greene of it on his morning
visit; and, having told us of that mythical
midnight promenade, she couldn't delay matters any longer. The old lady had to die—
before Oppenheimer arrived. And half an
hour later Ada took the morphine. She feared
to give Mrs. Greene the strychnine at once
lest it appear suspicious. . . . "
"That's where those books on poisons come
in, isn't it, Mr. Vance.?" interjected Heath.
"When Ada had decided to use poison on
some of the family, she got all the dope she
needed on the subject outa the library."
"Precisely. She herself took just enough
morphine to render her unconscious—probably about two grains. And to make sure she
would get immediate assistance she devised
the simple trick of having Sibella's dog appear
to give the alarm. Incidentally, this trick cast
suspicion on Sibella. After Ada had swallowed the morphine, she merely waited until
she began to feel drowsy, pulled the bell-cord.
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caught the tassel in the dog's teeth, and lay
back. She counterfeited a good deal of her illness; but Drumm couldn't have detected her
malingering even if he had been as great a
doctor as he wanted us to believe; for the
symptoms for all doses of morphine taken by
mouth are practically the same during the first
half-hour. And, once she was on her feet, she
had only to watch for an opportunity of giving the strychnine to Mrs. Greene. . . ."
"It all seems too cold-blooded to be real,"
murmured Markham.
"And yet there has been any number of
precedents for Ada's actions. Do you recall
the mass murders of those three nurses, Madame Jegado, Frau Zwanzigger, and Vrouw
Van der Linden.? And there was Mrs. Belle
Gunness, the female Bluebeard; and Amelia
Elizabeth Dyer, the Reading baby-farmer;
and Mrs. Pearcey. Cold-blooded? Yes! But in
Ada's case there was passion too. I'm inclined
to believe that it takes a particularly hot flame
—a fire at white heat, in fact—to carry the
human heart through such a Gethsemane.
However that may be, Ada watched for her
chance to poison Mrs. Greene, and found it
that night. The nurse went to the third floor
to prepare for bed between eleven and eleventhirty; and during that half-hour Ada visited
her mother's room. Whether she suggested
the citrocarbonate or Mrs. Greene herself
asked for it, we'll never know. Probably the
former, for Ada had always given it to her
at night. When the nurse came down-stairs
again Ada was already back in bed, apparently asleep, and Mrs. Greene was on the
verge of her first—and, let us hope, her only
—convulsion."
"Doremus's post-mortem report must have
given her a terrific shock," commented Markham.
"It did. It upset all her calculations. Imagine her feelings when we informed her that
Mrs. Greene couldn't have walked! She backed out of the danger nicely, though. The detail of the Oriental shawl, however, nearly
entangled her. But even that point she turned
to her own advantage by using it as a clew
against Sibella."
"How do you account for Mrs. Mannheim's actions during that interview?" asked
Markham. "You remember her saying it
might have been she whom Ada saw in the
hall."
A cloud came over Vance's face.

52.5

"I think," he said sadly, "that Frau Mannheim began to suspect her little Ada at that
point. She knew the terrible history of the
girl's father, and perhaps had lived in fear
of some criminal outcropping in the child."
There was a silence for several moments.
Each of us was busy with his own thoughts.
Then Vance continued:
"After Mrs. Greene's death, only Sibella
stood between Ada and her blazing goal; and
it was Sibella herself who gave her the idea
for a supposedly safe way to commit the final
murder. Weeks ago, on a ride Van and I
took with the two girls and Von Blon, Sibella's venomous pique led her to make a foolish remark about running one's victim over a
precipice in a machine; and it no doubt appealed to Ada's sense of the fitness of things
that Sibella should thus suggest the means of
her own demise. I wouldn't be at all surprised
if Ada intended, after having killed her sister,
to say that Sibella had tried to murder her,
but that she had suspected the other's purpose
and jumped from the car in time to save
herself; and that Sibella had miscalculated the
car's speed and been carried over the precipice. The fact that Von Blon and Van and I
had heard Sibella speculate on just such a
method of murder would have given weight
to Ada's story. And what a neat ending it
would have made—Sibella, the murderer,
dead; the case closed; Ada, the inheritor of
the Greene millions, free to do as she chose!
And—'pon my soul, Markham!—it came
very near succeeding."
Vance sighed, and reached for the decanter.
After refilling our glasses he setded back and
smoked moodily.
"I wonder how long this terrible plot had
been in preparation. We'll never know. Maybe years. There was no haste in Ada's preparations. Everything was worked out carefully;
and she let circumstances—or, rather, opportunity—guide her. Once she had secured the
revolver, it was only a question of waiting for
a chance when she could make the footprints
and be sure the gun would sink out of sight
in the snow-drift on the balcony steps. Yes,
the most essential condition of her scheme
was the snow. , . . Amazin'!"
There is litde more to add to this record.
The truth was not given out, and the case
was "shelved." The following year Tobias's
will was upset by the Supreme Court in
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Equity—that is, the twenty-five-year domiciliary clause was abrogated in view of all
that had happened at the house; and Sibella
came into the entire Greene fortune. How
much Markham had to do with the decision,
through his influence with the Administration judge who rendered it, I don't know;
and naturally I have never asked. But the old
Greene mansion was, as you remember, torn
down shordy afterward, and the estate sold
to a realty corporation.
Mrs. Mannheim, broken-hearted over Ada's
death, claimed her inheritance—which Sibella
generously doubled—and returned to Germany to seek what comfort she might among
the nieces and nephews with whora, accord-

ing to Chester, she was constantly corresponding. Sproot went back to England. He told
Vance before departing that he had long planned a cottage retreat in Surrey where he could
loaf and invite his soul. I picture him now,
sitting on an ivied porch overlooking the
Downs, reading his beloved Martial,
Doctor and Mrs. Von Blon, immediately
after the court's decision relating to the will,
sailed for the Riviera and spent a belated
honeymoon there. They are now setded in
Vienna, where the doctor has become a Privatdocent at the University — his father's
Alma Mater. He is, I understand, making
quite a name for himself in the field of neurology.

THE END.

In our search for a serial to follow Mr. Van Dine's detective story, we
realized that this magazine could not offer an ordinary conventional novel
as a successor to "The Greene Murder Case."
With enthusiasm, we present in the May number of SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE the first instalment of
SEVEN DAYS WHIPPING
BY JOHN BIGGS, JR.

In describing the book, one is at a loss for comparatives. One thinks
of James Joyce, of Edgar Allan Poe, even of that fantastic play, "Beggar on
Horseback." None of them fits, although all of them suggest something of
the truth. "Seven Days Whipping" has certain qualities of Joycean introspection, the fascination of Poe's stories, an atmosphere of fantastic mystery,
a revelation of forces hidden deep in the primitive in all of us.
This time the complete story will be presented in three parts, instead of
four used in the Van Dine stories. The author is in somewhat the same position with regard to the public as was Mr. Van Dine when we began "The
'Canary' Murder Case" just a year ago. The two detective stories have introduced a new master of the form to thousands of people. "Seven Days Whipping" is as remarkable in an entirely different way, bringing to light a young
writer who, we are confident,, will be the talk of the next few months.
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Some irresistible force, bred of his own fear and reluctance, pulled La Place after him.
From a painting by Stafford Good.
—See "Seven Days Whipping," page 551.
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